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Language shift, the displacement of one language with another 
in different domains of language use, has been shown to occur among 
descendants of imnligrants to the mainland US (Fishman, 1966). 
Within three generations, immigrants replaced their ethnic mother 
tongue with English. This has also been the case in Guam, an 
organized, unincorporated territory of the US.1 English has displaced 
the native Chamorro in almost all domains of language use. The 
comparison between the 1980 and 1990 reportedlanguage use of 
Chamorros on the island shows a steady decrease in the use of 
Chamorro.2 (See Appendix 1.) 
As the year 2000 approaches, the number of fluent Chamorro 
speakers may be smaller than the census leads one to believe. This 
past November, I surveyed 32 Chamorro 7th and 8th graders from 
Agueda Johnston Middle School. 3 (See Appendix 2.) The students 
were chosen because they were of Chamorro descent. They were 
asked to report the language( s) that members of their family spoke 
in order to understand the distribution of their language use. The 
results of this cross-generational survey show the extent to which 
1 Policy relations between Guam and the US are under the jurisdiction of 
the Office of Territorial and International Affairs, US Department of the 
Interior. The economy depends on US federal and military spending 
and on revenues from tourism. About 60% of the labor force works for 
the private sector and the rest for the government. Most food and 
industrial goods are imported, with about 75% from the US. Since Guam 
is not a state, US citizens taking residency on the island cannot vote for 
US President nor have voting representation in Congress (CIA Book of 
W orId Facts, updated version from W orId Wide Web). 
2It is important to note that "reported" language use may differ from 
actual language use. It, however, gives at least some indication of 
linguistic patterns. 
3 Agueda Johnston Middle School is centrally located. It is generally 
accepted that language shift on Guam has occurred more rapidly in the 



















language shift has occurred on Guam over the past three generations. 
These patterns, interestingly, are also found in the immigrant 
situation in the US (Fishman, 1966). A decrease in the use of 
Chamorro and a concomitant increase in the use of English is clearly 
seen. 78% of the children reported that their grandparents spoke 
only Chamorro to each other and to people their age. Close to 3% of 
the children reported that they spoke only Chamorro to their 
parents. Further, 3% of the children also reported that they spoke 
Chamorro to their friends. Significantly, no child in my survey 
reported that he/she spoke Chamorro to his/her siblings. 
Language shift on Guam is, therefore, evident in the patterns of 
language use and attitude4 toward the native Chamorro and English. 
Where once children used to converse with their parents and 
grandparents in Chamorro, they now use English to express their 
hopes, dreams, and fears. I found a vivid example of language shift 
in the Chamorro 101 language classroom at the University of Guam. 
When the Professor said things in Chamorro that my fellow Chamorro 
classmates did not understand, they turned and whispered to each 
other, in English, "What did she say?" Many of the students brought 
their children to class when grandma, the official baby-sitter of the 
island, was sick. "Sh!" the young mothers would say to them, in 
English: "Sit down and color until mommy is done." 
The phenomenon of language shift on Guam is similar to the 
linguistic patterns of stateside immigrants. What makes the case of 
Guam particularly intriguing is the fact that the Chamorros of Guam 




















are not immigrants.5 They did not come to the US, the US went to 
Guam. The US government took control of Guam in 1900 at the end of 
the Spanish-American War. It can be safely assumed that, prior to 
1900, English was neither spoken nor taught on the island in a 
productive way. According to the 1908 census (Carano, 1964, p.210), 
only 186 out of 11,159 inhabitants were American. (See Appendix 3.) 
Thus, Guamanians were faced with the task of learning a foreign 
language, to become fluent bilinguals, without, however, having 
regular interactions with fluent speakers of it. A tremendous 
amount of energy was used to teach English to a society that was 
organized and run in Chamorro and Spanish. 
There are, of course, unfortunate sociolinguistic consequences 
of such asymmetric contacts. Hale et aL (1995) e.g., have argued that 
once a language is no longer being spoken by a generation as its 
mother tongue, the language is approaching extinction. Congressman 
Underwood (1989), in a recent article that appeared in "World 
Englishes," has already described Chamorro as an endangered 
language. One might ask how a group of people can come to abandon 
its native tongue and to adopt a foreign language that is completely 
unrelated to the native tongue and that is spoken by only a minority 
on the island. 
"Americanization" is the most popular response to this 
question. It is arguably the main reason that the majority of 
Chamorros on Guam today speak English. However, the concept of 
"Americanization" does not, sui generis, explain the process and the 
5It has occurred to the author that this may, in fact, be a different stage 
of the same process of language/culture contact. This hypothesis, 



















mechanisn1s through which a language, a seemingly neutral aspect of 
communication, comes to be equated with social values such as 
beauty, health, good citizenship, success, and modernization. Kulick 
argues, "to say that urbanization or other 'causes' language shift is to 
leave out the crucial step of understanding how that change has 
come to be interpreted by the people it is supposed to be 
influencing" (Kulick, 1992, p. 9). This thesis, therefore, examines how 
this relationship is established by investigating the ideological 
strategies and rhetorical tools that link socially legitimated and 
authorized values such as good hygiene and citizenship with the 
English language to the extent that, within a matter of three 
generations, a population gives up its mother tongue in favor of an 
alien tongue. 
The case of Guam is interesting because it is sociolinguistic ally 
transparent: existing ideologies carried by American English not only 
ensure the imbalance of social, cultural, economic, and political power 
structures, but also make using English the logical language to speak, 
and Americanization the natural goal to achieve.6 The 1990 Census, 
for example, shows that the economic structure of Guam clearly 
supports monolingual speakers of English. (See Appendix 4.) In this 
thesis, then, I will demonstrate how linguistic ideologies are 
introduced, established, practiced and then normalized. 
6 Also intriguing, though not explored in detail in this thesis, is the fact 
that Guam's experience of language/culture contact did not begin with 
the US. According to Day, the first Western contact with Guam was in 
1521. Eventually, schools were set up. The language policy of the 
Spaniards was covert: It was assumed that all educated people would 
learn Spanish and become literate. During WWII, Guam was bombed two 
hours after Hawaii was bombed. Guam became the only American land 
to be taken over by enemy powers. Japan exercised control on Guam 
from 1941 to 1944. During this timeperiod, the Japanese language policy 


















The methodological premise of this study is the following: 
Through the use of several ideological strategies and rhetorical tools 
in discourse, one language comes to be viewed as more powerful 
than another. When members of a society adopt beliefs that one 
language is specifically tied to social values such as power, the effects 
range from the creation of a diglossic society in which the language 
that is deemed more powerful is used in formal settings such as 
government proceedings and the less powerful language is used in 
more familiar settings such as the home, to a total loss of the 
linguistic functions of the language that is deemed less powerful. 
Thus, a systematic, socio-historical reconstruction of linguistic 
ideological strategies will yield the explanation of both the process 
and the product of language contact. 
This paper is organized in the following manner. In the next 
section, I discuss the theoretical framework I have used to 
demonstrate how it allows us to interpret the interplay of language, 
power, and ideology. Since this work borrows mainly from the 
works of Eagleton (1991) and Tollefson (1991), I will discuss in detail 
some of the key concepts in their theories to properly situate the 
discussion of language use in Guam. Following the theoretical 
framework, I will present the ways in which the English Language 
Ideology7 (hereafter, ELI) developed and has been maintained on 
Guam for the past 100 years. Finally, I will conclude with a 
discussion of the implications of this study for further sociolinguistic 
research. 
7Underwood's 1989 work on English and Chamorro on Guam shows the 



















II. Theoretical Framework 
Underlying all natural language communication is the notion of 
relationship: parent-child, doctor-patient, etc. Theories of social 
design deal with the mechanisms through which relationships are 
constructed. The three concepts that I will discuss are: discourse, 
power, and ideology. It is important to keep in mind that each of 
these has two common themes: language and social context. 
Language is used to construct meanings and social context is needed 
to establish those meanings . 
Discourse 
Discourse refers to a series of practices, i.e. texts, assumptions, 
speech acts, professional organizations, printing presses, etc. that rely 
critically on the notion of language, understood as symbols. The 
effects of these symbols on society cannot be studied in isolation 
because language is tied to the ways in which its symbols are both 
used and perceived by the speaker, receiver, and the social group(s) 
of which both speaker and receiver are a part (cf. Labov, 1972; 
Hymes, 1971), Gumperz (1982) argues that what social actors say 
simultaneously produces social groups and distinguishes speakers as 
part of social groups. Language, therefore, not only identifies who's 
who in group settings, but also gives birth to social identity. 
Discourse implies the use of language to create specific effects in 
those that receive it. The participators in discourse mayor may not 
be aware of these effects, as has been demonstrated in Bolinger 
(1980). A speaker's aim may be to produce these effects, or he/she 





















society, a process that I will explain in the following sections. The 
speaker, therefore, may be completely oblivious to these effects. 
Discourse is concerned with the creation of specific effects in 
both speaker and receiver. A speaker who chooses to exercise power 
can use discourse to construct and transmit that power. The next 
section, therefore, will deal with the concept of power. 
Power 
Like discourse, power is dependent upon its social context. No 
one can be powerful alone. Tollefson writes that, IlIndividuals 
exercise power as a result of their social relationships within 
institutional structures that provide nleaning to their actions and also 
constrain them ll (1991, p. 9). In the case of English on Guam, for 
example, as will be discussed in the next section of this paper, power 
can be understood in terms of the ways in which social groups have 
been organized within the framework provided for Guam as an 
organized, unincorporated territory of the US. 
Usually, when one thinks of power, one thinks of physical 
strength. Foucault and Eagleton remind us, however, that "power is 
not something that is confined to armies and parliaments: it is, 
rather, a pervasive, intangible network of force which weaves itself 
into our slightest gestures and most intimate utterances" (Eagleton, 
1991, p. 7). Discourse constructs and transmits ideological power. 
An understanding of the concept of ideology explains the process by 





















A general definition of ideology refers simply to a body of 
beliefs. Our very existence as human beings that constantly interact 
with each other on individual and group levels, depends upon our 
ability to adopt a body of beliefs. Culture shock, a feeling that many 
of us have experienced, gives us a good example of this. When one 
suffers from culture shock, one feels disorientated because his/her 
body of beliefs can not be depended upon to support and create 
usual assumptions. 
Ideology, as a theory of social design, however, refers to nluch 
more than a body of beliefs. According to Eagleton, it has a more 
intricate, obscure make-up because it is language that conveniently 
disregards the essentially circumstantial, random relations between 
itself and the universe. Ideology represents itself as possessing some 
kind of inherent, inevitable tie with the values that it represents 
(1991, p. 200). Subjects of a society are actively taught to believe 
that the adoption of ideology can bring about social changes for their 
benefit. As will be discussed in the next section, members of a 
society often mistake acquisition of a specific language for economic, 
social, and political power . 
Further, ideology offers a set of explanations for economic, 
social, political conditions that are based on false assumptions. These 
false assumptions are made on a level just below consciousness, so 
that they beconle normally unconscious assumptions (Eagleton, 1991, 
p. 89). It is precisely these nornlally unconscious assumptions that 
uphold the existing power relationships. When ideas are regarded as 



















are able to maintain power within their institutional structures 
because members of society do not question these false assumptions. 
In order to be effective, ideology needs to blend with the 
appetites of its subjects (Eagleton, 1991, pp. 14-15). If it does not, 
the subjects will never buy into them. This process of entangling 
with the desires of its subjects, however, is an intricate and complex 
process. Ideology is transmitted through discourse. Discourse is 
dependent upon language. Language is constantly evolving. Hence, 
a dominant ideology is also constantly evolving and it continuously 
needs to bargain with the secondary ideologies for power. It needs 
to appeal continuously to the wishes of its subjects. An ideology is 
successful when subjects believe that the incorporation of other 
ideologies into the reigning ideology will bring about more power for 
minority groups, when in actuality the minority groups receive no 
benefit from their incorporation into the powerful ideologies. 
It is important to stress the fact that, just as those involved in 
discourse are not necessarily aware of the effects that the discourse 
has, the carriers/creators of ideological power may be completely 
unaware that they are involved in the process of the transmission of 
such power. The makers of policy, therefore, are not necessarily 
conspirators, they may believe that what they promote will benefit 
minority groups. Thus, the social actors are not necessarily the 
villains, but rather ones who are also involved in cultural, social, 
political, and economic structures, that, through the creation and 



















In the following section of this paper I will give examples of 
strategies that are used to promote ideology. According to Eagleton's 
framework, a dominant power may legitimate itself by 1) promoting, 
naturalizing, and universalizing beliefs and values congenial to it, 
2) denigrating and excluding rival forms of thought, and 3) obscuring 
social reality in ways convenient to itself (1991, pp. 5-6). Through 
the use of these ideological strategies, the English Language Ideology 
came into existence and has thrived for the past 100 years . 
The triumphant manufacture of ideology and its continual 
duplication is called hegemony (Tollefson, 1991, p. 12). It, therefore, 
is a multidimensional process that is related to the ways in which 
powerful groups attain and maintain their dominance over other 
groups. Hegemony is directly tied to the ability of the class that 
exercises power to entice others to accept its world view as valid and 
















III. Case Study: Historical Contextualization 
Ideology is most effective when it is viewed as the source of 
history rather than the result of a socio-historical context (Eagleton, 
1991, p. 78). If it is seen as history's origin, it is automatically 
equated with truth and is not suspected to be mere theory. 
Ideologies, therefore, are first and foremost about origins, prehistoric 
times when history was actually equal to essence. Discourses on 
origins, i.e. the origins of humans, of classes, of the nation, of the 
universe, etc. are particularly loaded with ideological power. 
Precisely because ideology presents itself as truth, it is often hard to 
find examples of it in literature. The data I have chosen is from 
newspaper and magazines that have been written and printed on 
Guam in the years 1905, 1924, 1935, 1970, 1941, and 1994-1996. 
They were chosen because they give, I contend, very clear examples 
of the ways in which the ELI was introduced into the society of Guam 
and encouraged over a period of almost 100 years. 
The examples are divided into three parts. The first two parts 
outline what I have defined as the two stages of the ELI. In the first 
stage, 1898-1960's, the Chamorro language appears to be a threat to 
English. Not many fluent English speakers were on the island during 
this time period. The majority of the conversations one heard on the 
street were in Chamorro.8 In the 1970' s, Public Laws are created to 
support Chamorro. For this reason, I have chosen the 1970' s as the 
beginning of Stage II of the ELI. In this stage, then, Chamorro is no 
longer a threat: It is supported by law and is allowed to exist, but 
only within the framework of the ELI and its final effect only 


















encourages English. The third part illustrates the continuation of the 
ELI in this decade . 
Part I: Stage I of the ELI- Its Introduction to Guam 
The ELI began as language policy designed by the navy. The 
1905 Report of the Naval Station introduces the initial goals of the 
language policy. They are only to give the natives a practical 
speaking, reading, and writing knowledge of English (p.13). Any goal 
other than the attainment of practical knowledge would have been 
impossible to carry out in light of the 1908 census data showing that 
only 186 out of 11, 159 people on the island were Americans. (See 
Appendix 3.) The English language, therefore, was not introduced as 
something that would eventually replace the native Chamorro; that 
was not the "stated" intention. 
English, however, was given a tremendous amount of support 
by the those who exercised power on the island, the US Navy. The 
Chamorro language was banned in government buildings and in the 
company of American military personnel (Day, 1985, p.174). By the 
year 1922, the use of Chamorro was forbidden in the schools and 
Chamorro dictionaries were taken from students and burned (174). 
Chamorro was obviously a threat to the ELI. Ideological and 
rhetorical strategies began to be incorporated into the framework of 
the ELI. Three examples from the Guam Daily Recorder, the only 
newspaper on the island at that time, provide clear-cut examples of 




















1.1 English = Beauty 
The first example comes from the 1924 edition. The article is 
entitled, "The English Language." (See Appendix 5.) It begins with 
the notion that men are different from beasts, and not just beasts, 
but "dumb" beasts," in that only man can appreciate beauty. "Beauty 
itself," the article goes, "can not be defined for beauty and its 
enjoyment depend not only on the object, but also on the person." 
The author contradicts hin1self, however, in that he then proceeds to 
define beauty. "In no other line can greater pleasure be experienced 
than in reading, in enjoying the thoughts of the minds of the great 
writers." The author encourages readers to study English. "Learn the 
English language. _ . No language is n10re widely spoken than English, 
and no language has finer writings to offer .. _ And while doing this, 
your education will be increased, your business ability will be 
improved, and you will be a better citizen of the comn1unity _" 
What we have here is a perfect example of ideology as a set of 
effects within discourse. Keeping this article within the framework 
of its historical context, it is key to note that Chamorro was not 
originally a written language. The ideological implications, therefore, 
are strong. Through an analysis of this text, the reader can see how 
subtle, logical relationships are constructed and the ELI is promoted 
as its not-so-self-evident goal. 
1) Man can appreciate beauty_ Not just "beast," but "dumb 
beast" cannot. 
2) Beauty is found in the ability to read. 
3) Chamorro is not a written language. 





















5) He is, therefore, a dumb beast. 
The promotion of beauty is an example of Eagleton's first 
strategy. Beauty's dependence on the ability to read the English 
language is a concept that is congenial to the ELI. The author 
naturalizes and universalizes this claim by writing that "no language 
is more widely spoken, and no language has finer writings to offer." 
The second strategy of ideology is to denigrate and exclude rival 
forms of thought. Nothing is mentioned about the beauty that is 
found in listening to a story that has been passed down through oral 
tradition from generation to generation. It can be concluded that 
these forms of thought are excluded because they do not legitimate 
the ELI. 
A third strategy is to obscure social reality in ways convenient 
for itself. The rhetoric of beauty obscures and camouflages issues of 
political, economic, and social asymmetrical power structures by 
making normative claims that a language, a neutral aspect of 
communication, is synonymous with intelligence, economic power, 
and good citizenship. The article paints the picture that the 
knowledge of English is powerful enough to overcome political, social 
and economic inequalities. 
The author's use of the word Hman " is also intriguing. Gender 
ideology is implicit in this article. In the first line, "dumb beast" is 
compared to man. Again, it is important to note the social context. 
The Chamorro society was originally a matrilineal society (Rogers, 





















This article effectively transmits the ELI because the 
assumptions on which it is based are introduced to the reader at a 
level just below active consciousness. When one is not analyzing the 
text, one can not see that it automatically equates a Chamorro with a 
dumb beast and a male speaker of English with intelligence, 
economic power, and good citizenship, three of the key aspects of the 
ideological system. The article falsely assumes, therefore, that 
education, business, and good citizenship cannot be separated from 
English. These assumptions must be made, however, in order for the 
readers to accept this article as basis for replacing the language one 
uses to communicate with an alien language. 
1.2 English = Hygiene, Honor, and the Real Pleasures of Life 
The September issue from that same year contained an article 
entitled, "English is the Schools of Guam." (See Appendix 6; see also 
Underwood, 1989.) In this article, ideological strategies are 
employed, again, at a level just below consciousness, to equate 
English with a knowledge of hygiene. "English will bring to the 
people of Guam, through the public schools, a knowledge of sanitation 
and hygiene which will enable them to live in a correct manner" (p. 
8). The ideological implications within this social context are that 
English can make one clean. Nothing is explicitly said about the 
cleansing ability of Chanlorro. The claim that Chamorro speakers' 
ability to learn English will promote hygiene, however, infers that 
Chamorro has been able to do little to promote cleanliness. It can, 
therefore, also be inferred that Chamorro is dirty and unhealthy. (So, 


















The idea that English is cleaner than Chamorro seems absurd. 
"Clean," however, is used as a loaded metaphor for socially defined 
values such as "pure," "insider," "privileged," etc. Americans on Guam 
at that time were the minority, but they enjoyed membership of the 
group that exercised social, economic, and political power by the use 
of rhetoric that constructed definitions of socially legitimated values 
such as "clean," "pure," etc. 
English is also equated with "fair play," "honor," and "economic 
development." "This will result still more in the favorable increase in 
population. Along with such increase will come further and enforced 
economic development. With economic development will come more 
of the real pleasures of life. Through English will come a know ledge 
of fair play and a keen sense of honor such as the progenitors of 
Americans had at the time of the origin of the language and such is 
practiced by the American nations at the present time"(9). Again, it 
is not explicitly stated that Chamorro is a language that lends itself to 
foul play, it is merely inferred. 
This article also justifies the use of English by virtue of the fact 
that Guam is an American Territory. "This is American Territory . 
The melting pot is a long way from the drop, but some of its warmth 
has reached Guam. The substance should remain the same, and only 
the good influences should reach Guam. The warmth of the pot is 
here, the public schools and the study of English ... It is American to 
have public schools where only English is taught" (p. 9). In this 
paragraph, English is directly tied to the concepts of warmth and 
Americanization. It is assumed at a level just below that of active 

















for Chamorros to achieve. The relationships that have been created in 
this article can be outlined as before: 
1) English is American 
2) Americanization is a natural goal to achieve. 
3) English will give one good hygiene and sanitation. 
4) Hygiene and sanitation will help one to live in a correct 
manner. 
Further, the article ties the use and acquisition of English with socio-
econonlic progress. It implies: 
5) English will give one a sense of honor 
6) English lends itself to economic development. 
7) Economic development will bring about life's true pleasures. 
8) English is, therefore, clean, honorable, and the correct 
language to speak. 
9) English will allow one to enjoy life's real pleasures. 
In contrast to English, the author of the article builds a sociolinguistic 
context in which: 
10) Chamorro appears dirty, without honor, and an obstacle to 
correct and pleasurable living . 
Again, Eagleton's three strategies can be seen at work in this 
article. The promotion of a "correct" way of living that is dependent 
upon English is an ideological strategy that is congenial to the ELI. 
The use of English is naturalized because it is "American II and will 
bring about economic development. The bond that is created 















westerners to reach the island described Chamorros as a radiantly 
healthy people (Beardsley, 1964, p. 61). Clearly, health existed at 
one time on the island as separate from English. 
1.3 English = Opportunity 
Articles such as the February, 1935 edition of the Guam 
Recorder entitled "A Word to the Older Boys of Guam," imply a shift 
in the ELI. As previously indicated, the initial goals of the English 
language policy were only to give Chamorros a practical speaking, 
reading, and writing knowledge of English. In this article, however, 
it is evident that a practical knowledge is no longer satisfactory to 
the supporters of the ELI. (See Appendix 7.) 
The assumptions to be adopted by the reader are given in the 
first two paragraphs. The first paragraph states that all men under a 
democracy, though not born with the same tools, are born equal 
because they are promised equal opportunity. The second paragraph 
gi ves the example of Abraham Lincoln. It describes the president as 
poor and con1pares his humble log cabin to the thatched huts of the 
Chamorros. The author then comments that even a poor man such as 
Lincoln "became a master of the English language." (As if he had a 
choice- he was born in an English context). 
The third paragraph links equality and opportunity to the 
English language. "The writer has been impressed and disappointed 
by the know ledge that the English language is seldom spoken outside 
the school by native born, young or old and this after 35 years of 
opportunity to acquire that language. He has passed groups of pupils 




















streets or in public places and without single exception, all were 
conversing in the Chamorro language. The Government has 
generously provided you with the opportunity of acquiring the 
official language of Guam. Why not show your appreciation of the 
opportunity given you by adopting a more general use of the 
language which opens up to you the best literature of the World and 
places you on an equality with your American friends?" The logical 
architecture underlying the construction of the ELI in this article can 
be understood in the following manner: 
1) All men are given equal opportunity. 
2) The task of learning English is an opportunity. 
3) Lincoln can identify with Chamorros. 
4) If Lincoln could take the opportunity to master the English 
language, so could native Chamorro speakers. 
5) English can make Chamorros equal with their American 
friends. 
6) Chamorros can take advantage of the opportunity given by 
speaking to each other in English outside of school. 
7) It is, therefore, logical for Chamorros to speak to each other 
in English. 
It is also intriguing to note that the rhetorical strategies use 
gender ideology in this article to promote the ELI. First of all, the 
title, "A Word to the Older Boys of Guam," states that the article is not 
directed to females. Secondly, the author equates only English 
speakers with "men." In general, an old boy is a man. The word 

















uses it in the first sentence, "the theory is that every man is born 
equal." Throughout the article, however, males of Guam are referred 
to as "older boys," "young men," "young native born." Men of Guanl 
are referred to as "old native born" or "fathers" (of "young men" or 
"old boys"), but they are never given their own identity as "men." 
"As you are reaching manhood, this is the time for you to determine 
whether you will be a 'hanger on' or 'a live producer' of that which 
will enable you to live on a higher plane of life than did your 
forefathers. It is up to you to make the future of Guam a better 
place to live in." English, therefore, becomes a requirement of 
manhood. The author creates a direct link between the wisdom that 
the "Older Boys" of Guam seek and English. 
Eagleton's strategies are employed in this article. The belief 
that English can bring about equality is congenial to the ELI. The 
concept of equality is universalized and, therefore, the use of English 
is naturalized. The idea that a former president, who was able to 
master the English language despite his poverty, could identify with 
Chamorros is also congenial to the ELI. This, however, is based on a 
false assumption. Lincoln was born in an English context and became 
a master of the English language. He did not, however, become a 
bilingual in Chamorro and English. Chamorros, on the other hand, 
were raised in a Chamorro context and were challenged with 
mastering English. 
Also, rival forms of thought are excluded. The opportunity 
given to the Americans to learn Chamorro is not seen as an 
opportunity. Social reality is obscured in that English is painted as 
















social, political and economic structures that have been set up by 
people who speak English. 
It is important to note that the article does not explicitly say, 
"Do not speak Chan10rro." Instead, it merely says, "Speak English as 
much as you can." The effect is at least the same if not worse for the 
the Chamorro language (Underwood, 1989). 
Also interesting is the fact that Chamorros are encouraged to 
speak without dialect. "Learn not only to speak without dialect, but 
to think in that language. Much progress toward the broadening of 
your minds as well as your vocabulary would be accomplished if, 
when you met in groups, you would cultivate the habit of expressing 
your thoughts in the English language and enable you to correct your 
pronunciation to an extent that would enable you to overcome a 
dialect which is difficult, at times, for your American friends to 
understand." First of all, encouraging Chamorros to speak without 
dialect calls into question a "standard" or a "norm," and leaves no 
room for language variation. This obscures social reality in that it is 
based on the false assumption that all Americans have the same 
pronunciation (Wolfram & Fasold et aI., 1978). Secondly, the focus 
of English learning is the comprehensibility of that English to the 
An1ericans. This is a perfect illustration of asymmetrical power. 
English speakers are those who are to understand, but Chamorro 
speakers are those who are to work, to adopt an unfamiliar language 
for thought, so that they can be understood. 



















The final example in Stage I comes from the July, 1941 edition 
of the Guam Recorder and is entitled, "English in the Homes of Guam. " 
(See Appendix 8.) It shows two major changes in the shape of the 
ELI. First, the ELI progresses from supporting a mere practical 
knowledge of English to supporting it as a language that should be 
used when meeting on the street to a language that should be used in 
home and thought. Thus, it encourages the use of the English 
language in homes of non-native speakers among non-native 
speakers. "But English in church and public school is not sufficient 
for the thorough grounding which is necessary if that language is to 
serve as a means of further learning. English must be constantly 
heard, constantly spoken, especially where children are present ... 
The ability to think in English is therefore a prime requirement, and 
it is this ability that must be fostered in every possible way" 
(Armknecht, 1941, pp.165-166). Secondly, Chamorro is presented as 
having little value for Chamorros. "So long as native thinks in 
Chamorro, his English will be an unsatisfactory tool" (p.165). The 
emphasis here is not bilingualism in Chamorro and English, but 
rather monolingualism in English. 
The author points out what he sees as negative aspects of 
Chamorro. The author begins with the argument that the Chamorro 
language was "doubtless as rough and uncouth as himself' (p. 139). 
He then continues with five reasons that Chamorro is of little value 
for Guam. His first reason is that, "In spite of much borrowing from 
the Spanish, Chamorro remains a language poor in vocabulary" (p. 
140). In addition to having little vocabulary, Chamorro has no 




















considerable development of literature can obviously do little for the 
advancement of the people who use it" (p. 140). Thirdly, Chamorro is 
reported as having no song. "Perhaps there were songs in the old 
days, but they have been forgotten for Spanish or English ones." (p . 
140). Fourth, the author explains that "there is no political necessity 
for its retention." (p. 165). Fifth, and perhaps most intriguing is the 
author's belief that "Culture is impossible in Chanl0rro, and the 
Spanish culture never reached the island in sufficient quantities." (p . 
166). The premise of this article, therefore, is that native culture is 
no culture. In short, the author writes .that "a native who speaks 
only Chamorro is strictly limited in his advancement" (p.166). Again, 
the structural design of the ELI can be understood in the following 
manner: 
1) Chamorro has no vocabulary, no literature, no song. 
2) English has all three. 
3) English is not only helpful, but necessary. 
4) Chamorro is of little value. 
5) English, therefore, should be used at school, on the street, at 
home and in thought. 
In this progression of the ELI, therefore, we see that it is not 
enough to promote a practical knowledge of English. Ideological 
strategies are used to portray Chamorro as not only unnecessary, but 
also as harmful when used in day-to-day interactions. The belief 
that Chamorro has no literature, no vocabulary, and no song is 
congenial to the ELI. As in the first article, the importance of oral 

















only not impossible in Chamorro, but it has been able to survive 
many centuries of invasion by other cultures. 
The author writes that there is little danger of losing Chamorro, 
that it is not probable that it will disappear with the coming 
generations. "But this clinging to the old language will be bought with 
a price, for while it is perfectly possible to speak both English and 
Chamorro correctly and effectively, it is a tremendous handicap for 
children not to hear English spoken in the home" (p. 165). Chamorro 
is labeled as a handicap and English is labeled as an advantage. In 
Part II, attitudes from the 1970's such as "I want them [the children] 
to get used to communicating in English so they will not be 
educationally handicapped," will be directly related to the effects 
created by statements such as these (Odo, 1987, p. 145). 
This article also comments on the relationship between 
language and identity. "Undoubtedly, the most potent reason for 
using Chamorro in Guam today is that it is the native language and 
that it is love as such by the Chamorro people ... But there are other 
general considerations which leads a population to cling to a separate 
language. One of these is to increase the solidarity, the feeling of 
national unity ... With or without the Chamorro language the 
Chamorro people are a closely-knit group ... Whether they speak 
Chamorro or change to a more utilitarian English, they will still be a 
closely-knit and unified people. There is no political necessity, 
therefore, for the retention of the Chamorro language" (Armknecht, 
1941, p. 141). The author of this article proposes a complete 
separation between the Chamorro language and Chamorro identity. 















1) Chamorro is used to show solidarity among Chamorros. 
2) Chamorro is not necessary for Chamorros to feel national 
unity_ 
3) There is no political need, therefore, for Chamorro. 
4) There is no need to link Chamorro with Chamorro identity. 
The argument that Chamorro is not necessary to express 
solidarity among Chamorros is congenial to the ELI. Ideas that 
support Chamorro as a means of expressing solidarity because it is 
unique, in form and content, are excluded. Social reality is obscured 
in that political needs for Chamorro are not allowed to exist because 
they do not coincide with the political needs that are assigned to 
them within the framework of the US Government. 
To summarize Part I, I have shown what ideological strategies 
and rhetorical tools were employed to promote the ELL A bond 
between English and social values such as "hygiene" and "beauty" 
link English to social power. Bonds between English and social values 
such as good citizenship and intelligence link English to political 
power. Bonds between English and values such as opportunity and 
good jobs link English with economic power. Thus, in Stage I of the 
ELI, it is evident that it a "practical know ledge" is not enough for the 
Americanization of Chamorros. The hegemony 011 the island proved 
to be dependent upon the native's ability to think in English and 
adopt the American way of life. 















In 1950, Chamorros were granted American citizenship and 
control of their own governmental affairs. Day (1985) points out that 
one would think that the all-Chamorro government would re-write 
the laws and allow Chamorro to be the official language. Section 
3000 of the Government Code of Guam, however, actually made 
English the official language and ordered government employees to 
speak only English to each other in places of work, this included the 
public schools (Day, 1985, p. 174). 
When placed in the context of the ideology, this decision to 
keep English as the official language and forbid the speaking of any 
other language in the courts and schools shows a progression of the 
ELI. First, English became the ticket to success, a socially constructed 
value, in Guam. Later, it became the language of Guam. One of the 
characteristics of ideology, as described in the theoretical framework, 
is its ability to "mesh with the wants and desires of its subjects" 
(Eagleton, 1991, p. 14-15). Section 3000 of the Government Code of 
Guam is proof that the ELI had been adopted by many of the 
prominent Chamorro leaders and that the importance of the English 
language "meshed with the wants and desires" of the Chamorros who 
exercised power at that time. This decision proved to be a victory 
for the ELI that would carry it to what I have defined as Stage II of 
ideology. 
The ELI was successful in the creation of an apparent link 
between English and success in all areas of life. Evidence of this is 
clearly seen in the way with which the educational "problems" were 
handled. "Needs assessment studies conducted on Guam provide 
















achievement chiefly among children whose home language is 
Chamorro." (KaUingal, 1972, p. 83) A strategy of the ELI was to link 
the low test scores to the "slowness" of the Chamorros and to 
negative effects of bilingualism. The bilingual or Chamorro-
monolingual child was viewed by the school system as the "problem." 
Programs such as remedial classes, special grouping for instruction, 
special aids, and aides were implemented in the schools. (p. 83) 
These programs centered on fixing the child. This "deficit 
hypothesis" has been explored by Kachru (1991) and centers on the 
belief that it is, in fact, the curriculum that needs to be fixed, and not 
the child . 
Part II: Stage II of the ELI- The Incorporation of Chamorro 
In 1953, lTNESCO recommended the use of the vernacular in the 
schools. It was not until the 1970s, however, that efforts toward 
bilingual education were realized on Guam. A series of pro-Chamorro 
laws were written during this time. The anlendment to the 
Government Code of Guam, P.L. 12-3, includes Chamorro as one of the 
two official languages (Day, 1985, p. 176). The 1970-1971 school 
year introduced an Experinlental Bilingual Program called "Kolehion 
Mandikike' " that became Public Law 14-53, better known as the 
Chanlorro Language Mandate, in 1977. 
I characterize Stage II of the ELI by the incorporation of 
Chamorro into its framework. This may appear to be a victory for 
Chamorro, but wait. Statistics from the 1980 and 1990 Census show, 


















have not been able to produce an increase in the reported use of 
Chamorro (See Appendix 1). In fact, a decrease is reported by each 
age group. In this section, then, I will 1) discuss beliefs that needed 
to be dispelled in order for bilingualism to be adopted as a valid 
component of the educational system, 2) outline the bilingual 
program, and 3) discuss the program in relation to the ELI. 
2.1 Challenging Previous Beliefs 
In this section, I focus on two specific characteristics of ideology 
that have already been discussed in the theoretical franlework. The 
first is ideology's link to subordinate ideologies. If ideology is 
defined as part truth, it can only exist in relation to other part truths. 
Ideology, therefore, is constantly in a state of motion because it 
continually has to bargain with subordinate ideologies for power. The 
second characteristic is ideology's ability to fuse with the will of its 
subjects. Again, if ideology was not in some way attractive to those 
that it wanted to control, no one would ever buy into it in the first 
place. 
Essential to the adoption of bilingualism in the schools was the 
challenging of beliefs that dealt with the relationship between 
bilingualism and slow learners. The UNESCO 1953 Recommendation 
states that the direct correlation between low test scores and 
bilingual children, was not due to the fact that they were bilingual, 
but rather to the fact that the -native language had been neglected in 
the schools. It was recommended that: 

















2) Disregarding the vernacular in lessons and on school 
grounds have negative effects on academic 
accomplishments of bilinguals. 
3) The neglect of the vernacular affects the psychological 
growth of the child. 
4) Use of the vernacular helps bilinguals to succeed. 
These recommendations partially uncovered some false 
assumptions that I analyzed in Stage I: 
1) The bilingual child had just as much opportunity as the 
monolingual Abraham Lincoln. (See section 1.3) 
2) The promotion of English and negative attitudes toward 
Chamorro was helpful to Chamorros and probably would 
not result in language loss. (See section 1.4) 
3) Socio-psychological well-being was dependent upon English 
(See section 1.1, 1.2) 
4) English in the school, on the street, and at home is the key 
to success. (See section 1.4.) 
The unveiling of these myths led to the adoption of a bilingual-
bicultural education program on Guam. Its framework will be 
discussed in the following section. 
2.2 Bilingualism in the Schools 
Public Law 14-53, created in 1977, mandates that Chamorro be 
taught twenty minutes each day to grades one through six in all 
public schools. A brief description of the Kolehion Mandikike' Guam 
Bilingual-Bicultural Project gives insight into the framework and 

















Mandikike' Project were to facilitate the developnlent of cognitive 
skills in the area of language arts and to further the development of 
personal motivation of each student by providing a bilingual-
bicultural instruction program which would: 
1. facilitate the educational development of children who came 
from homes where English was not the exclusive or 
predominant mode of expression 
2. facilitate the mastery of English by children as well as 
developing literacy skills in the Chamorro Language. 
3. preserve the pride that Chamorro children have in 
themselves by esteeming their indigenous culture and 
language. 
4. solicit, synthesize and perpetuate for future generations the 
positive and creative aspects of Chamorro culture ( Klein, 
1975, pp. 70-71). 
Approximately one hour of Chamorro instruction in the pilot 
program and twenty minutes when the pilot program became law 
was required daily. This hour was based on Oral Language 
Development, phonics, reading, grammar, social studies, science and 
culture. The amount of time that the children spent learning in 
Chamorro was limited "due to the paucity of materials in Chamorro 
and the wide variety of English materials" (pp. 70-71). 
Teacher-training included classes at the University of Guam. 
Classes were offered each summer and paid in-service programs 
were offered during the school year. Chamorro classes, however, had 
to be taken as electives because the University of Guam did not have 


















2.3 Bilingual Education: Chamorro Victory or Progression of the ELI? 
For n1any, Chamorro had won the battle. How could the ELI 
could survive when Chamorro had gained official status and had 
even become law in the schools? Language policy had finally been 
created in order to ensure the equality of the two languages. 
The Census data, however, shows that the battle was, in fact, 
not won. The ELI was still strong. When the bond between 
bilingualism and low scores on intelligence tests had been revealed 
as mere false assumption, the ELI was faced with the new challenge 
of redefining itself, of restructuring, so that the asymmetrical power 
structures on the island were not altered. The ideological strategies 
employed by the ELI incorporated bilingualism within its framework 
by creating a language policy and a bilingual program that would 
fuse with the wants of those in Guam that accepted Chamorro as 
valid and as valuable, but that continued to control the definition of 
valid and valuable. 
Just as in Stage I, valid and valuable was still completely 
dependent upon English. Keeping in mind Tollefson's (1991, p. 203) 
argument that" ... language policy is inseparable from the 
relationships of power that divide societies," it is helpful to analyze 
the goals of the bilingual program in the same way that the articles 
from Stage I were analyzed. As stated in section 2.2, the goals of the 
bilingual program were to: 
1. facilitate the educational development of children who came 
from homes where English was not the exclusive or 

















2. facilitate the mastery of English by children as well as 
developing literacy skills in the Chamorro Language. 
3. preserve the pride that Chamorro children have in 
themselves by esteeming their indigenous culture and 
language. 
4. solicit, synthesize and perpetuate for future generations the 
positive and creative aspects of Chamorro culture ( Klein, 
1975, pp. 70-71). 
The first goal regards Chamorro as valuable because it can 
facilitate the educational development of children who do not use 
English exclusively in their homes. Because of the fact that Chamorro 
is used in the schools only a maximum of one hour daily, educational 
development is directly connected to English. Chamorro is defined as 
valuable for education in that it aides the children in the learning of 
English. The second goal reinforces this belief by explicitly stating 
that Chamorro is used to facilitate the mastery of English. Secondary 
to the mastery of English is the developing of literacy skills in 
Chamorro. 
These two points can be outlined like this: 
1. Chamorro assists Chamorro-speaking children in their 
educational development. 
2. Their educational development depends on English because 
it is the language used in class all but twenty minutes of 
each day. 
3. Chamorro, therefore, can assist in learning English. 



















In this way, English incorporates Chamorro, but is still seen as the 
sole link to success. 
It is also intriguing to note that teachers only received elective 
credit for the classes that they took in Chamorro education. The 
University of Guam could not grant credit if it did not have an 
approved program in Bilingual Education. Students and teachers, 
however, can rarely afford to take classes that fulfill only elective 
requirements. The result: there was no economic backing to support 
the teaching of Chamorro. 
Eagleton's three strategies of ideology are found here. The 
view that educational development depends upon the mastery of 
English is congenial to the ELI. The fact that Chamorro has little 
literature was used to exclude rival forms of thought about the value 
of orality and oral traditions and, also, to limit the number of daily 
hours in Chamorro to a minimum. As mentioned in Stage I, 
Chamorro was not originally a written language. Methods of teaching 
related to an oral communication could have been employed in the 
schools, but these ideas were excluded and denigrated. Also, it is 
highly possible that the classes organized to teach the reading and 
writing of Chanlorro were dominated by English, and that the time 
spent in Chamorro was less than one hour per day. 
The first review of the program was nlade in 1975, five years 
after it began. (See Broadbent 1971-1975; see also Appendix 9.) The 
first point explains that most who are in the program learn to read 
and write Chamorro. The second point states that the children learn 
English and other subjects as well as monolinguals and, in some 
















bilingual programs are more aware of their culture and tradition. 
Point four states that they are more animated than students in 
traditional classrooms. 
The last three points of the report, when analyzed, call into 
question the effectiveness of the program in relation to the ELI. 
Point five states, "Children exposed to bilingual observation from the 
outset of their academic careers appear to derive 'value added' and 
'long range' effects with regards to Chamorro language proficiency. 
However, Chamorro speaking children who enter the curriculum in 
later primary years also tend to benefit" (Klein, 1975, pp. 75-76). 
The focus of this point is that children who begin the program at an 
early age will retain more Chamorro than those who begin at older 
ages. This review focuses on exposure to Chamorro at an early age, 
rather than on the overall effects of the bilingual program. Appendix 
1, however, reveals that increased proficiency in Chamorro is not a 
'long range effect' of the program. The graph shows that the number 
of Chamorros who speak Chamorro in each age category has declined 
over the past decade. 
Point six states that Chamorro children in the program "feel 
good about themselves and are motivated. But, so are other 
Chamorro children in Guamanian schools." Chamorro, therefore, is 
not necessary for children to feel good about themselves. Point 
seven states that "children who are not Chamorro-English bilinguals 
might do better in alternate language activities." Chamorro, 
therefore, is not helpful to all students. The implications of this 
report are similar to those of the articles from Stage 1, Chamorro is 



















evaluation of the bilingual program, the belief that English remains 
the most necessary tool for educational success is reinforced. 
To summarize Stage II, the key is to note that the bilingual 
policy is based on the false assumption that the loss of Chamorro is a 
linguistic question and not a socio-political and economic question. 
By assuming that Chamorro is only a linguistic question, the 
assumption can be made that Chamorro will be promoted through 
language policy in the schools. The fundamental question is whether 
or not the bilingual program will be able to overcome the ideologies 
from Stage 1. Again, Census data reveals that the ELI has proven so 
powerful that it can incorporate positive attitudes toward Chamorro 
without being threatened. 
Part III: And the ELI Continues- The ELI in the 90's 
In Stage I, I explored the manner in which attitudes have been 
constructed that link English to socially legitimated and authorized 
values such as beauty, knowledge, hygiene, modernization and 
success. In Stage II, I explored the process by which English is 
promoted through the advocacy of Chamorro. The purpose of this 
section is to show the ways in which similar rhetorical, ideological 
strategies are used in this decade to continue to strengthen the ELI. 
These examples were chosen because they are a continuation of the 
same values that were introduced and carried out in Stages I and II. 
Many of the examples come from the n1agazine "Latte," a 
relatively new magazine written and printed on Guam. I chose 


















Chamorro language and culture. The majority of the articles are in 
English. The effects of the discourse of the examples I give promote 
the ELI. This illustrates the pervasiveness of the ELI in that it is able 
to permeate even articles in a magazine that actively supports the 
use of the Chamorro language. 
As I analyze this data, it is important that readers keep in 
mind the discussion found on ideology in the Theoretical Framework. 
It states that the carriers/creators of ideological power through 
discourse may be completely unaware that they are involved in the 
process of the transmission of such power. Thus, the social actors are 
not necessarily the villains, but rather ones who are also involved in 
cultural, social, political, and economic structures, that, through the 
creation and recreation of ideology, maintain imbalanced power 
structures. 
3.1 Beauty and Hygiene in the 1990's 
In sections 1.1 and 1.2, a strategy of the ELI was to equate 
English with social values such as 'beauty' and 'hygiene.' English was 
portrayed as the means through which Chamorros could become 
cleaner, better citizens. In the following example, like strategies are 
used to create similar effects. 
The January 1996 edition of Latte contains an article entitled 
"Don't be doffe' ." (See Appendix 10.) This two-page article is 
written in English and explains ways to prevent tooth decay. It 
states that "everyone should have healthy and beautiful teeth, and 
gums- and they should last a lifetime" (Cruz, 1996, p. 25). The only 


















article is the word "doffe' ," meaning "toothless." This article is not 
explicitly stating that Chamorros have poor dental hygiene, but it is 
intriguing to note that the title focuses on "not being" what has been 
described by a Chamorro tern1. The English word "toothless" was 
available to the author as a choice for the title. The switch to 
Chamorro for doffe', serves the required ideological function of 
equating Chamorro with a lack of hygiene: a simple choice of words 
for a catchy title actually involves ideological, rhetorical strategies 
that are employed by the ELI to equate English with beauty and 
hygiene and to promote the use of English over Chamorro. 
3.2 Modernization in the 1990's 
In section 1.4 of Part I, I analyze the article "English in the 
Homes of Guam." It states that, "In spite of the relative vocabular 
poverty of the Chamorro tongue ... we may expect that Chamorro 
will be spoken in Guam for generations not yet born. But this 
clinging to the old language will be bought with a price ... English 
must be constantly heard, constantly spoken, especially where 
children are present. .. " (Armknecht, 1941, pp. 165-166; Appendix 
8). The notion that Chamorro is "old" and that English is "modem" 
was used in Stage I as incentive for teaching children English. 
Similar ideological and rhetorical strategies are reproductions of 
discourse found in articles such as "English in the Homes of Guam" 
have also been used in the 90' s to equate Chamorro with "old" and 
English with "modem." 
Empirical evidence supports the claim that Chamorro is 

















"new." The following example comes from a Latte magazine 
published in December,1995. (See Appendix 11.) It is found in the 
Decenlber 1995 edition. It is an ad for the Town House department 
store that contains pictures of three generations of a family. Beside 
each picture is a bubble containing comments from the people in 
each picture. The picture on the top shows an elderly couple. The 
words in their bubble are written in Chamorro. The next two 
pictures are of the second and third generations. Their excerpts are 
in English. This article, when read carefully, equates English with 
youth and modernization and it equates Chamorro with old age. 
Another example that equates Chamorro with age is the use of 
the word "manamko'." The June 1995 edition of Latte contains an 
article entitled "Manamko' in Motion." (See Appendix 12) . 
"Manamko' " is the only Chamorro word used in this article. Its 
meaning is similar to the English word "elderly," but it implies a 
great deal of respect. In fact, it is common to hear the word 
"Manamko' " in English discourse. For example, a twelve-page article 
in the April 1995 edition of Latte includes "manamko' " as its only 
Chamorro word. Another example is found in an article in the 
October 1995 edition contains an English article about Chamorro 
spirits. In this article, a sentence is found that says "And that's 
because it could be their uncle, or great-aunt or great-grandfather 
and Chanl0rros were brought up to Irespetu si manamko'" (" ... 
respect their elders;" Miguet, 1995, p. 74). These examples equate 
Chamorro with a language of the past and stigmatize it as "old." 
The June, 1995 edition of Latte contains an excerpt entitled, 

















queen of the senior citizens. A similar excerpt from the May, 1995 
edition entitled "Here she is," introduces Miss Guam Universe 1995. 
(See Appendix 14.) "Taking on the world," an excerpt form the 
September, 1995 edition reports the winner of the Miss Guam World 
Pageant. (See Appendix 15.) "I'm too sexy for ... ," introduces the 
winner of the 1994 Miss Gay Guam title. (See Appendix 16.) The 
first article is the only article that contains any Chamorro. The title 
Ms. Guam of the senior citizens is called "La Raina," which is 
Chamorro for "queen," while the younger beauty queens are 
described with the English word "queen." The effects of these 
examples of discourse, again, equate Chamorro with the past and 
English with the present. 
3.3 Separation of Chamorro Language and Identity 
In addition to equating Chamorro with "old" and English with 
"modern," "English in the Homes of Guam" from Section 1.4 also 
comments on the relationship between language and identity. It 
examines the process by which the ELI separates Chamorro language 
and identity. 
Language is commonly used as a marker for identity. 
Arguably, then, it is beneficial for the ELI if the speaking of 
Chamorro is seen as completely separate from Chamorro identity. 
Any way that the ELI can convince people that speaking Chamorro to 
each other is not desirable or necessary will provide strength and 
momentunl for English. 
The following example was discovered on the top of a 


















17.) The top of the cup has a cow with a bow in its hair. The 
cow, an aninlal not native to Guam, is the sYITlbol of the 
Foremost Foods, Inc., the island's dairy company. The 
marketing strategy of Foremost has been to give this cow the 
name "Chamoorita" and the identity of a "Chamorita," a 
Chamorro woman. The words under the picture say "Chamorita 
says: 'Buy foremost products.' " What is intriguing about this 
example is that what Chamorita says is in English. This 
example of discourse depicts the complete separation between 
Chamorro identity and the Chamorro language that had been 
suggested in 1940' s articles such as "English in the Homes of 
Guam." 
The effects of this discourse simultaneously serves as a 
mirror of ideas about Chamoritas and shapes them. Some 
Chamoritas speak Chamorro. An interview in Latte' s premiere 
issue, however, shows how the discourse in the previous 
paragraph serves as a mirror of beliefs about other Chamoritas. 
One comments on her language use. "I know it looks really bad 
that I haven't learned the language. . .. I'm interested in 
learning the language, and I always say when I have time .. 
.but there will be a day when I (will learn). Right now I would 
be content at understanding and not having to speak it. ... I 
guess I've just been intimidated by it because you always get 
criticized if you're not pronouncing it right. ... Not too many 
people my age speak the language ... even the ones that I 
know that were raised here" (Calvo, 1995a, p. 52). It is also 




















time being, it would suffice to be able to understand Chamorro. 
Studies by Hale et al. (1995) show that once a language is no 
longer productively spoken by a generation, it is on its way to 
extinction. Only understanding Chamorro would in no way 
interfere with the ELI because it would not help to promote 
Chamorro for future generations. 
Recently, I interviewed Congressman Underwood in his 
Washington DC office (personal communication, March 20, 
1996). I asked him whether or not he thought that one has to 
speak Chamorro to be Chamorro. His reply was, "I am 
supposed to say 'yes,' but my answer is 'no.' " Chamorro 
language and identity have been separated to the extent that 
even the Congressman, former head of bilingual education and 
one of Guam's strongest advocates for the promotion of 
Chamorro language and culture, recognizes that a separation 
between language and identity has occurred on Guam. 
3.4 Effects of Promoting Chamorro and English in the 1990's. 
In Stage II, I discussed that the main function of the 
Chamorro-English bilingualisn1 in the 1970's and 1980's was to 
promote the English language because the definition of 
education was never altered. It depended heavily on the 
mastery of the English language. In this decade, several 
English-Only policies have been created. This is consistent with 
the English-Only policies in 1906 of Stage I of the ELI and in 
1950 of Stage II. In this decade, however, the English-Only 














been changed to English and Chamorro Only policies or, 
perhaps, "Chamorro-also" policies- as if Chan10rro is an 
afterthought. Again, this seems to be a victory for Chamorro, 
the effect, however, does more to promote English. 
The language policy of each place of business is 
determined by the administrators of that place of business. In 
1994 two co-workers were reprimanded in the Mangilao 
Health Center for speaking Tagalog. The administrator of the 
Center ruled that only English was to be spoken "as a con1mon 
courtesy" (Han, 1994, p. 3). Senator Angel Santos, however, 
protested and the ruling was soon changed to an English and 
Chamorro Only policy. 
Today one can see these signs posted on practically each 
bulletin board in the Center. (See Appendix 18.) At first glance 
this seems to support the use of Chamorro, but, given the fact 
that only a minority of this generation speaks Chamorro, the 
effect of this sign does more to promote English than Chamorro. 
It is also intriguing to note that this sign is written in English 
and that the word English appears first. Even the subtle 
organization of the words supports the use of English over 
Chamorro. In this case of language contestation, therefore, the 
ELI has been successful in "blending" with the desires of those 
who support Chamorro, without causing any harm to the wide-



















3.5 Attitudes Toward Language Use in the '90's 
The Preliminary Advance Tabulation Frequency of 
Language Usage, Guanl: 1995 was distributed by the 
Micronesian Language Institute. Forty-six adults were 
surveyed. The responses to the questions, "Please list the signs 
of language loss or decline that you see" and "Why do you think 
the Chamorro Language on Guam has declined?" shed light on 
existing attitudes toward language use in the 90' s. They can be 
categorized into five categories: 
1) Lack of interest in speaking Chamorro 
- "The lack of interest; people thinking that it is silly to 
speak the language." 
- "The kids do not show interest in learning to speak the 
Chamorro language. 
2) Americanization or Westernization 
-"I think that it has declined because people are just too 
Americanized to speak the language. Parents just 
don't help their children learn the language." 
- "Too much English, Not enough teaching from home, 
school, etc ... we're too much into the American way. 
-"Times have changed; we have changed with it. We are 
almost completely westernized. Our island has to 
adopt to the times and to the people." 
3) Education 
-"Because it has not been practiced through the years as 
often as it should. Another factor would be that most 
of our students are college bound and parents feel that 
English being a university language should be 
















4) Lack of support by parents or grandparents 
-"The teenagers hardly speak the Chamorro language, 
parents think that they don't speak or understand 
Chanl0rro, so therefore they don't encourage it." 
-"Because the older generation does not practice the 
language with the younger generation." 
-"Parents use English as a matter of convenience. Their 
children know English and even when they are spoken 
to in Chamorro, parents accept responses in English . 
Children tend to have a high level of receptive 
knowledge of Chamorro. Also, Guam has as attitude of 
taking the existence of Chamorro for granted. Since 
Chamorro people continues to exist, have the language. 
We know this is a false assumption. Guam needs to 
take an pro-active part encouraging Chamorro 
language use, & actually use it, too." 
- "Parents do not practice speaking Chamorro at home, 
thus making the young ones speak English only; this is 
true especially in the central and northern side of 
Guam. Some in the southern side of Guam can speak 
Chamorro, but not too many." 
- "Majority of the new generation don't understand the 
Chamorro language, Youngsters speak more English 
than they speak Chamorro. Parents speak English to 
their children . 
- "Parents and their children are conversing in English at 
home rather than in Chamorro, and the Grandparents 
are forced to speak in English in order for their 
grandchildren to understand them. 
5) Modernization 
- "Parents are not talking to their children in Chamorro, 
Children are not comprehending the language. 
















- "English is being spoken in most of the classes at 
schools. Everything on Guam is modernized. No one 
under age 35 speaks the language fluently." 
6) Neglect of Use as an Official Language 
- "Although Chamorro is an official language the language 
is not being used officially in business agency or in 
public." 
- "Students, especially Chamorro can't speak the language, 
also not just a majority, but all major public signs are 
written in English" (1996, pp. 57-58). 
Each of these attitudes can be seen as directly related to 
socially legitimated and authorized values that were introduced 
and supported by the ELI over the past century. 
In summary, despite bilingual education and official 
status of Chamorro, the ELI has thrived in the 90's. More 
people speak English on Guam than ever before, and less 
people speak Chamorro. The policies created to support 
Chamorro and the forces behind them have not been strong 
enough to cornbat the social, political, and economic forces that 
support the ELI. The principles upon which the ELI was 

















In this paper, I have provided evidence that language shift has 
occurred on Guam over the past three generations, that the native 
Chamorro has been displaced by English in almost all domains of 
language use. I argue that attributing this shift to "Americanization" 
omits the role of ideology in this process. I have defined discourse as 
the site where ideology does a dance on Guam and have named this 
dance the English Language Ideology. By tracing the ELI from the 
1900's to the 1990's, I found that language shift has taken place 
because socially legitimated and authorized values such as success, 
modernization, health, beauty, and good citizenship have been 
portrayed as a direct result of the speaking of English. '90 Census 
data reveals that this portrayal has had a profound effect on the 
patterns of language use and attitudes. 
Through this discussion of the ways in which the ELI was 
introduced, established, practiced, and then normalized, I have 
shown specific ways in which "Americanization" has been achieved 
on Guam and existing ideologies carried by American English not 
only ensure the imbalance of social, cultural, economic, and political 
power, but also make English the logical language to speak. This 
discussion includes examples of specific ways in which ideological 
and rhetorical strategies have been employed by the ELI to promote 
inherent, inevitable bonds between itself and the universe that are 
based on false assumptions. Through a systematic, socio-historical 
reconstruction of linguistic ideological strategies, I have explored 



















By showing how the relationship between English and social 
values such as health, beauty, modernization, good citizenship, and 
success has been constructed, I have revealed that this relationship 
is not random. Success in Guam is dependent upon the hegemonic 
social, political, cultural, and economic structures that control Guam, 
rather than on the language that Guamanians speak. The learning of 
English, therefore, has not been able to ensure socio-, political, 
cultural, and economic equality . 
By tracing the ELI, I have revealed the ways in which ideology 
is inherent in the discourse of culture contact among cultures that 
are backed by unequal economic and political forces. I have also 
revealed the importance of social context for the interpretation of 
language that is used in culture-contact discourse. I have 
demonstrated how the success of the ELI has had a profound effect 
on the hegemonic systems of Guam. 
In conclusion, one can find similarities between an ecological 
disaster on Guam and the ELI. It was not until my lay-over in 
Hawaii on my return flight home when I saw the banyan trees of 
Hawaii filled with thousands of birds and was overcome by their 
chirps and twirps that I realized that I had hardly seen or heard any 
birds during my semester on Guam. I was not made aware of sounds 
that were missing until I heard them in another place. The fact that 
there were hardly any birds on Guam did not seem logical or illogical, 
I simply did not think about it. A brief description of the 
endangerment of the Guam Rail and the search for the cause 


















In the 1960's, game wardens noticed that the bird population 
was declining. The 1970's showed a clear acceleration of the 
loss. By 1980, Guam's birds seemed to have disappeared. 
Experts assun1ed it was an epidemic. After this possibility was 
ruled out, the brown tree snake was suggested as a possible 
culprit. But, a snake had never before been credited with such 
massive ecological damage. Finally, however, the brown tree 
snake was recognized as the reason that the bird population 
had decreased-- the chirps and tweets of the birds on the 
island have been changed to the sss' s of the snake. These 
snakes had previously been viewed as normal, harmless, and 
possibly even helpful. The snake, nocturnal in nature, was not 
noticed because it ate bird eggs at night. The snake was not 
native to Guam. It was thought to have arrived in the early 
19001s in a box on a ship. A stable population grew on the 
island and fed on the Guam Rail as it moved from the south to 
the north (Jaffe, 1994). 
This summarizes the ELI in that English, like the brown 
tree snake, was not native to Guam, was viewed as an asset to 
the island, and yet has endangered something native to Guam. 
Activities for the younger generation on Guam are conducted in 
English to the extent that only when one goes to a rosary or to 
McDonald's in the morning when Manamko's, just as they do in 
Tennessee, socialize as they drink their morning coffee, does 
one hear the Chamorro sounds that are missed in everyday 
conversation of the younger generation. Only then, does one 















V. Implications for Future Research 
Four paradigms of sociolinguistic research are the Labovian 
correlational approach (1972), Hymes' ethnographic approach (1974), 
Hallidayan systemic functional approach (1978), and the Fishmanian 
sociological approach to language (1966, 1971). In Labov's 
framework, he provides for the analysis of language variation. His 
studies show that most variation is not random, it is structured 
within its social context. Hymes' framework provides for the 
description of language use within the totality of the social context. 
He examines, for example, language as it is used in relationships such 
as that of the parent/child or student/teacher. In Halliday's 
framework, the functions of language determine the form that is to 
be used. Finally, Fishman's framework provides for an analysis of 
language use in its different socio-cultural donlains. The framework 
allows one to see changing patterns of language use over time. 
Each of the previous paradigms identify language shift, 
but they do not address the mechanisms and the process 
through which language shift occurs. They do not explore how 
the majority of a population gives up its language for use of an 
alien, minority language. They do not discuss, for example, the 
ways in which a language is bonded to social values such as 
"modernization" and "hygiene." By identifying language shift as 
a site where power roles have been played out, one is able to 
see the importance of focusing on the process and mechanisms 
through which people begin to view one language as a more 
effective way of attaining certain socially defined values. By 


















sociolinguistic research we can develop a restrictive theory of 
langage contact and language use which is able to honor the 
data such as presented in this study 
Sociolinguistic research that pinpoints discourse as a site 
where power dances, that reveals the mechanisms used to 
camouflage social, economic, and political struggle as mere 
linguistic struggle, on a much larger level, therefore, also 
involves social, political, and economic critique. Simpson argues 
that "Analysis for the sake of analysis is not sufficient; instead 
the analyst makes a comn1itted effort to engage with the 
discourse with a view to changing it. In other words, by 
highlighting insidious discursive practices in language, these 
practices themselves can be challenged" (1993, p. 6). An 
analysis of discourse, therefore, challenges asymmetrical 
political, social, and economic power structures. Aspects of 
language use such as language 'choice,' become less questions of 
choice, than of economic, political, and social coercion (Wolfson 
& Mannes, 1985) . 
One might ask what this means for language policy and 
planning. Haugen (1985) describes language policies as covert or 
overt. Overt policies include, for example, official recognition of the 
fact that English and Chamorro are the native languages of Guam. 
Covert policies, on the other hand, support the use of English over 
Chamorro. Whether covert or overt, asymmetrical power 
relationships are inherent in language policy and planning. The 
framework for the analysis of discourse provided in this thesis 



















and policy. Further, this framework shows that language policy and 
planning, by their very nature, cannot be separated from the 
imbalanced structures of power within society, so they therefore, 
actuall y aid in reinforcing the existing imbalanced power structures 
that they claim to be dismanteling. Phillipson, for example, describes 
language planning and policy as significant to the process of linguistic 
imperialism, a Hneocolonialist structure of dependence on foreign 
expertise" (1992, p. 4). 
One n1ight also ask what this means for language teaching . 
Tollefson argues that "'language education professionals must reject 
the notion that learning a language is an ideologically neutral act 
intended simply to develop an employment skill. That some people 
must learn English to get a job is a result of unequal relationships of 
power - not a solution to them." (1991, p. 210) Day (1981) argues 
that language teaching must begin to examine the cultural, social, 
economic and political aspects of language learning. Ideology, 
therefore, must be made explicit to those within the social context. 
Tollefson significantly argues that "No one investigates, for example, 
the relationship between Philippine language education policy and 
the condition of children in Tondo, who are chronically 
malnourished." (1991, p. 205) It is essential to remember that 
economic, social, political, and linguistic aspects of power cannot be 
neatly separated. Cross-disciplinary analysis of discourse, power, 
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Sex: M F 
Nationality of Mother: 
Nationality of Father: 
Place that you have lived most of your life: 
Amount of time that you have lived on Guam: 
Are you fluent in English? 
Are you fluent in Chamorro? 
Are you fluent in Tagalog? 
Are you fluent in any other language? 
Approximate age of grandparents: 
Approximate age of parents: 
Language(s) your grandparents speak to each other and/or friends that are 
their age: 
Language(s) your grandparents speak to your parents: 
Language(s) your parents speak to your grandparents: 
Language(s) your parents speak to each other: 
Language(s) your parents speak to you: 
Language(s) you speak to your brothers and sisters: 
Language(s) you speak to your friends: 
Do you have any questions for me? 
Results (numbers have been rounded off): 
Chamorro English Both Other 
Language(s) grandparents speak to each 72% 9% 13% 0% 
other and/or to people their age 
Language(s) grandparents speak to parents 63% 19% 13% 0% 
Language(s) parents speak to grandparents 63% 19% 13% 0% 
Language(s) parents speak to each other 38% 31 % 28% 3% 
Language(s) parents speak to you 9% 47% 44% 
Language(s) you speak to parents 3% 69% 28% 
Language(s) you speak to siblings 0% 91% 6% 
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Appendix 4: Language Spoken at Home and Frequency of English Use by Income: 1990 
o $50,000- $74,999 
No English -10:28 ~ 35,000- 49,999 
• 25,000- 34,999 
iii $15,000- $24,999 
• $1,000- $2,499 
OfuerMore ~~ 22A 
Both Equally 
More English 
I. .. . .. .... . ... . . . . . ... . . ... ... . .. ... . . ... .. . . ,40.8 
English Only 
o 10 20 30 40 50 
Percentage of Income 
'VIPE OUT THE PEST 
No more serious caJamit\· has ever threat-
ened the Island of Guam tnan the arrival of 
the "Aspidiotus Destructor", or coconut 
scale. Afte~ rava~ing' the . n~ighooring 
islands of I{Qta and Saip~n, and destroying-
IH'acticallr all coconut trees, thc dre~u pe!:>t las reachcd Guam and is rapiuly att,~<:king 
not onlv the coconut, but aJso the ·Breadfruit. 
Papu\Ou, and mnny other plants. The dis-
covel:y of the scale, and its most sci'"ious 
l"~lvages, have been on the North cnd of the 
island, \vith the South parcti('ally untouch<.!d. 
I-Iowc\'er, its spread i:; rapid, and all trees, 
are tlu'Cuteneuo 
No one but can realize and fear the danger 
to the prosperity of Guan1, attendant UPOll 
the spread of the scale. If the coconut is 
destroyed, a~ it ~as betH on our neighbol' 
islands, the copra Industry wiJl be at an end, 
and much of the food, of the island lo!:>t. 
The extel'lnination of the pest is absolutelv 
necessarY, not on]y for the sake of prosperI-
ty, but ·in order to prevent poverty and 
hunger'. The danger must not be under-
estitnated. The ravages of the scale, jf 
unchecked, will destroy entit·ely our most 
valuable product. -- The Coconut. 
Energetic steps to\rard eradicating the 
~cale have been taken by Go\'ernor Ho Bo 
Price, his associates, and by the energetic 
citizens of Guam. A sunl of money for use 
in the fight has been sent out by the United 
States, infected areas ha\"e' been, partiaIJy 
cleured, much spraying has been done, anel 
an educative progralnme is being carried on. 
Details of the campaign are gIven in the 
Ne\vs columns. But constant, continuous 
vigilance is necessary, and any slr.ckening of 
etrort may permit the pest to, gain such a 
hold as to render its extermination impos-
sible. Everv on~ must do his share in 
rcpOl-ting infected trees, c1earin~ bad are:lS, 
etc., fOl· on1y by concerted actIon can the 
calamity be averted. 
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
A great philosopher once \vrote that one 
of the principle differences between man and 
Appendix 5 
the dumb beasts of the field, is Hlat nuin can 
appreciate beauty. l\1an , can get a keen 
enJoyment from beautiful things, a Sunset, 
a delicate \villi flower, a GtOeel, carving. 01· 
the lines of a race horse. Tl~ feeHng can 
seldonl be anu]yscd, it nn~st just be enjo~;edo 
for·on analysis a photograph of Jo~.n Smith 
is more rcal, truel" to liie, than a man~e1l9us 
painting, but the hnpp:ness of seeing a 
Raphael Madonna cannot be conlpnred ,vi th 
the. calin feeling of looking at a photograph. 
Be'auty itse1f cunnot be defined, for beauty 
nnd its· enjoyment depend not only on the 
object, but algo on the person. Frequenth' 
the sen~e oC beauty nlllst bc developed, an<i 
this is esneciallv true in the 3pprCciation of 
the beauty of literature. . In nC? other line 
can a greater pleasure be expcl'lcnced than 
in, reading, in enjoying the ~hought~ of !he , 
mInds of great wrIter's. Also In no other hne ' 
is there greater n('cd of dc\"eloping the sense 
of beauty, for while \ve may look at a r.aint-
ing \vithout being able to paint, \\"hIle \\'c 
may be enraptured by melody \\"ithout being 
a musician, we cannot enjoy literature \\·ith-
:, out being a~le to read. 
The answer is "Learn the English lan-
guage," learn the vocabulary, learn the 
grammer, and use the kno\\'ledge in reading 
\\'hat great English \vl'iters have given us. 
One of the purposes of The Guam Recorder 
is to teach English by · presenting items 'of 
intere~t in plain writing, so that the ioeader 
can obtain tI4P' ground \vork of ,the language, 
and can then advance. No language'is more 
\\'idely spoken than English, and no language ' 
has finer \\'ritings' to' ofTer. English is not 
easy to learn, the i'oad is hard, but .it is ' \\·orth 
\vhile learning. . ' 
Read The Guam Recorder every iss.ue, and 
read other things also, study '~he language, 
find the meaning of unknown \vords in the 
dictionary, lealll to read and speak, and then 
go further and enjoy the real beau ties of the 
lan~ageo And wliile doing this, your edu-
. cation will be increased, your business abili-
ty \vill be improveq, a!ld you \\'ill be a better 
, citizen of the communIty. 
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English in the Schools of Guam 
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It is only through practice that fluency in a new language is attained. 
The mere learning of rules of grammar is not sufficient. Vocabulary, 
pronunciation, and inflection come largely through imitation repeated until 
fixed habits with reference to them have been formed. 
The new course of study for Guam schools was written with this phase of 
classroom work given first emphasis . Three-fourths of all English work in our 
schools and not a word other than English is used in the schools. This is 
known as the direct method of teaching English. It has been employed in 
Guam during the last year and found satisfactory. The difficulties arising in 
the teaching of a foreign language to children. who in the first grade, do not 
understand a word spoken by teachers. are innumerable and little appreciated 
by most people who see our school-house, teachers, and pupils every day in 
Guam. 
There is a special educational teChnique for teaching a new language 
which is far different in methods from that employed in teaching subject 
matter to pupils in their own language. In the special classes of foreign 
children in the large cities of America and in the schools of the Philippines 
and Porto Rico, this special educational technique has been amply 
demonstrated. Hundreds of thousands of children under the Stars and Stripes 
are taught the English language so effectively that they successfully carryon 
their entire school work in it after a remarkably short period of special 
teaching. 
One of the best forces to cause children to speak English spontaneously 
is organized athletics wherein games are played under the close supervision of 
their teachers. The games that require no special numbers on teams and in 
which a whole class may take part, such as volley ball, newcomb, and indoor 
baseball played outside under the rules of rounders, would be of greatest value 
to the children of Guam. It should be mentioned in this connection that 
athletics serve as the best medium for inculcating a sense of fair play, close 
kin to honesty and truthfulness. The children of Guam are as alert and keen 
for playas any children though they have in the past not been given the 
opportunity that we hope to give them shortly. The fact that the element of 
play in school is a part of the direct method of teaching cannot be denied. 
In view of the fact that English is learned by pupils through repeated 
imitation it is essential that teachers. first of all, should know the correct 
pronunciation. American teachers are employed in our schools in such a 
number as revenue will permit. There are fifteen American teachers. They 
are in so far as possible assigned to work in lower grades and in schools where 
they may reach the greatest number of children. The American teachers and 
qualified Chamorro teachers handle all phonetic and language work. This 
requires that a modified form of departmental teaching be employed to permit 
such teachers to reach the greatest number of pupils. 
There is a law in Guam which requires that English be spoken in all 
institutions of the Government by government employees during the hours of 
work each day. This assures cooperation of all offices with the Department of 
Education and is conductive to an interest in the study of the language. 
To some people there naturally comes the question of the value of the 
knowledge of English to Chamorros. A few even doubt the wisdom of 
attempting such work. 
This is American territory . The melting pot is a long way from the drop 
but some of its warmth has reached Guam. The substance should remain the 
same and only the good influences should reach Guam. The warmth of the pot 
is here, the public schools and the study of English. These are here as they 
have followed the flag elsewhere. It is American to have public schools where 
only English is taught. Americans have an obligation and such they have 
never shirked. 
Ability to speak English helps Chamorros to learn of the big world 
outside. By it they are given access to the world's greatest literature. English 
is the commercial language of the world . The few who may visit other lands 
will be fortified in their knowledge of English. They will have the power to 
converse with foreign people and learn much, will be of further help to the 
people of Guam. English will bring to the people of Guam, through the public 
schools, a knowledge of sanitation and hygiene, which will enable them to live 
in a correct manner. This will result still more in the favorabl.e increase in 
population. Along with such increase will come further and enforced 
economic development. With economic development will come more of the 
real pleasures of life. Through English will come a knowledge of fair play and 
a keen sense of honor such as the progenitors of Americans had at the time of 
the origin of the language and such is practiced by the American nations at 
the present time. With a knowledge of English under American tutorship will 
come a natural love for labor and industry by those who even come to think 
themselves educated. A knowledge of theoretical as well as practical 
agriculture is opened to all and through English under the present order of 
things, if continued, Guam should become one of the garden spots of the world. 
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In America, as in all Democratic countries, the theory is that every man 
is born equal. It is true that God has not provided all of us with the same 
efficient tools to work with but opportunity is given to all, no matter how 
humble his origin, and it is up to each of us to make the most of it. It is hoped 
that your schooling has impressed you with the fact that without AMBITION 
and INDUSTRY you will not be able to accomplish anything which will insure 
your future success in life. 
It was men like Abraham Lincoln who contributed most in making the 
United States of America the powerful nation that it is today . Lincoln was born 
in a log cabin- the equivalent of the thatched hut still too common in Guam. 
He did not rise to his glorious position among the people of his Country by 
idleness during working hours. His days were devoted to industry and after 
the sun had set he could be seen lying on the floor in front of a fireplace and 
by its light pouring over books which he was too poor to buy but had to 
borrow. Lincoln became a master of the English language, as evidenced by his 
famous Gettysburg speech, which will live forever. 
The writer has been impressed and disappointed by the knowledge that 
the English language is seldom spoken outside the school room by native born, 
young or old and this after thirty-five years of opportunity to acquire that 
language. He has passed groups of teachers and pupils, emerging from their 
school rooms: groups of young men on the streets or in public places and, 
without a single exception, all were conversing in the Chamorro language. 
The Government has generously provided you with the opportunity of 
acquiring the official language of Guam. Why not show your appreciation of 
the opportunity given you by adopting a more general use of the language 
which opens up to you the best literature of the world and places you on an 
equality with your American friends. Learn not only to speak without dialect, 
but to think in that language. Much faster progress towards the broadening of 
your minds as well as your vocabulary would be accomplished if, when you 
meet in groups, you would cultivate the habit of expressing your thoughts in 
the English language and enable you to correct your pronunciation to an 
extent that would enable you to overcome a dialect which is difficult, at times, 
for your American friends to understand. 
At your age, lifetime habits of either indolence or industry are formed. 
Begin, while you are young, to think of the future before you and plan 
accordingly. There are plenty of opportunities on the Island for every 
inhabitant to become prosperous, happy and contented. Agriculture, of 
course. is the widest field for your activities. This is a broad field indeed and 
embraces not only the planting of crops but extends into the raising of 
livestock, the growing of fruits and the making of copra. or all combined. 
It is surprising to an outsider to see the amount of tillable land that has 
gone to waste on the Island and which , by a little industry could be turned into 
profitable ranches. At one time this Island support(!d a population of over 
fifty thousand people and it could do so today. At one time much coffee, of 
superior quality , was raised, not only sufficient to supply the home demand 
but there was a surplus for export. Double the amount of copra could be made 
from the trees now standing and it is thought that there will be a gradual 
increase in the market price of this product. Fishing should be encouraged 
for both land and sea will give a greater profit than the canned products now 
imported and the money will be kept at home. 
The Government is always ready to lend a hand to those whose visions 
are backed by industry. Seek the advice of many of your native citizens who, 
by industry and good judgment have been successful. 
As you are reaching manhood this is the time for you to determine 
whether you will be a "hanger on" or "a live producer" of that which will 
enable you to live on a higher plane of life than did your forefathers. It is up 
to you to make the future Guam a better place to live in. Many of you and your 
fathers are striving hard to do this and have accomplished much but there is 
more to do, do put your shoulders to the wheel and be ready to do your part in 
making good. 
i 
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Englis)l ill the .HolOes of Gnanl 
By Lt Comdr. R. F. Arynknecht, (GEG), U.S.N. 
A language is more than a means of commu-
nit:;ltion. Every language partakes somewhat of 
lhe character of the country of its origin. Philo-
11)g-ists have pointed out, for instance, that in 
:,uuthern Europe, where the climate is mild and 
living easy, the languages are liquid, musical, 
snloOthly flowing. In the harsh climates of north-
em Europe, however, where life is a constant 
struggle against nature, language tends to be 
~tlttural, sometimes as rough as Boreas himself. 
BlIt no matter what the language or where its 
origin,. it is loved by those who speak it. In this, 
;It least, the Chamorro toniue is no exception. 
Chamorro is, to the casual ear, a strange mix-
ture of sounds. It sounds, in fact, pretty much 
what it is; for the harsh, clipped, syllables of the 
:t!lcient language have been mixed with the Spa-
nish idiom to produce a hybrid tongue.. Just 
why the original langj.lageshould have had so 
much harshness seems difficult to explain until 
we realize that, even in these tropic isles, life 
among the ancients was anythirig but easy. There 
is, of course, no history of those centuries before 
the coming of the Spaniards, but by tradition and 
hy the evidence of weapons exhumed from the 
old burials, peace was the exception rather than 
the rule, and if the popUlations were as numerous 
as is generally believed, economic existence must 
often have been a bitter struggle. The man whose 
hand propelled the taotaomona stone toward its 
point of impact on the skull of his enemy was no 
gentle soul. His language was doubtless as rough 
and uncouth as himself. . ~.. @ 
It must be remembered also that the early 
('hamorro pro"bably borrowed generously from 
other eastern tongues, Tagalog and other Filipino 
languages and probably also from the Chine!!le. 
III Chinese, where one syllable must mean six or 
:iCVen different things, depending upon voice 
ill f1ection, a wid~ range of sounds, many of them 
strange to thp. occidental ear, must be produced. 
[t is possible also that the conventional manner of 
speaking CharnuITo, i.e., with a rising inflection 
:\L the end of each sentence, is employed because 
it fits the voice producing mechanism in the 
Chamorro throat. A little listening will convince 
any careful observer that the average timbre of 
the Chamorro voice is different from the average 
timbre of the American or European voice, just 
as each of these in turn differs from, for example, 
the timbre of the average Japanese voice. 
. The fact remains, however, that the Chamorros 
are perfectly capable of speaking English with a 
"standard" American accent. It must be recog-
nized that there are in the United States several 
distinctly different, yet generally approved local _._, 
manners of speaking. The genial commanding 
officer of the naval hospital, for instance, with his f 
North Carolina drawl, speaks English quite as . 
f correctly as his head of the x-rar department, 
whose accent is · that of an educated Bostonian. 
Both of their accents, as well as that of the dental 
officer, who has a distinct Oklahoma twang, may 
be regarded as "standard" American, although 
each is distinctly different from either of the 
others. 
Various natives- of Guam, -'particularly those 
who have received a part of their education in the 
United States, speak "standard" American Eng-
lish. The fact that they are able to do so is proof 
that any Chamorro, by diligent application, ' can ' .f 
closely approach this standard . . It is no easy task, 1 
for the tendency to apply the soft Spanish slurst 
to the consonants ' and to pronounce the vowels in i 
the Spanish manner is difficult to eradicate. But ~,  
the total eradication of Spanish characteristics 
from English as spoken in Guam is by no means 
necessary. The English speaking . nativE1~ of 
Guam today speak an English of greater vocal 
purity than the average English as spoken in the 
Philippines. Filipino English, in fact, is probably 
standardizing itself as another "standard" Eng-
lish, valid in those islands, although differing in 
many ways from mainland English. In Guam, 
however, the eventual "standard" English will 
probably be very much closer to the average 
mainland pronunCiation. This is true because of 
the great number of Americans present on the 
island in relation to the whole population, and the 
fact that American movies are setting a mainland 
Cr:lture. although n.othi.ng t~ compare with the' I ::,L;~'gnificence of EnglIsh In thls respect. 
f In spite of the relative vocabular poverty of 
tlte Chamorro tongue, in spite of the fact that it 
) h:1S no place in the administrative affairs of the 
i:,I:lIld, in spite of the fact that there is no political 
Jll'cessity for its retention, we may expect that 
learning until English lw.s become a. language of 
thougttt rather than a language of translation. 
So long as native thinks in ChamolTo .his English 
\ 
Ckunorro will be spoken in Guam for generations 
lIul yet born. BuLthis- clinging to the old lan-
-;wg-e3ill be boug.hLat--a-,.price, for while it is 
. perfectly __ possihle--to..--speak- both English and 
Chumorro correctl"y __ and effectively, it is a tre-
mendous "handIcap for children not to hear Eng-
lish spoken in the home and to wait to make their 
lirst acquaintance with it upon entrance to public 
school. 
- The reaction to English instruction in the 
schools varies widely throughout the island. 
Children attending city schools hear a great deal 
morc English outside of school. But all too often 
children from the ranches attend school from the 
lirst to the sixth grade without hearing any lan-
l.!"uage but Chamorro in their homes. After 
I~'aving school and returning to the ranch they 
drop English entirely. Many of these children 
lI:'.ve fine intelligences, but their exposure to 
ill struction in Engl,ish is too brief to give them 
allY command of the language and they forget all 
loo quickly once school is over. Th~ sort of 
_tra~edy happens all over the world. In the 
United States m~e mInas are vlast-ed-beeause 
they are not able to afford higher education. But 
in Guam, where the need for trained men and 
women is so very great, and wh-ere opportunities 
for such pe:z;sons are so widespread, it s~ems 
particularly unfortunate. It is more than a per-
sonal tragedy, it is something that affects the 
\VilOle development of the island by the Charnorro 
people. . 
It is not enough merely to attend school where 
Eng-lish is taught. To benefit_ from the great 
st~re of knowledge avaIlable-- in EnglisTl--Dooks, 
tllecg_!E.u.~! , besufffEleri"fcomman(rorthe ' language 
t? read readi,l}~ and-uiidel~standingly. ·:" It is . impos-
;,lble to employ English as an efficient tool for 
will be an unsatisfactory too'~ for reading 
or for writing. The ability to think in English is 
therefore a prime requirement, and it is this 
ability that must be fostered in every possible 
way. 
The schools of · Guam are doing their best to 
inculcate sound English. In this they ' are some-
what handicapped by the inability of some of the 
teachers to speak English up to mainland stan-
dards. An example of this was the singing of 
"America" at the Decoration Day exercises. Cer-
tain individuals in the group of teachers may have 
pronounced the word 'fliberty" in the American 
fashion, but the accumulated effect was "leeber- . 
ty," giving the Spanish values to the vowels. But 
as I have pointed out before, this is no major 
handicap. English spoken with Spanish vowel 
sounds is understandable English, useful English, 
and the eventual English of Guam is likely to 
retain at least a part of this local idiom. On the 
whole it may be said that the present school 
system is performing its functions with consi-
derable efficiency, an efficiency that will grow 
more rapidly as more and more English is spoken 
in the homes. 
The other ·general public activity for Guam 1 
outside of school is the. church. At present the t 
majority of the sermons are in Chamorro; but we ~ ...
may look for a gradual trend .toward English as .~ 
the older members of the congregation die out. 1 
Much of the catechism school instruction is al- t 
ready done in English, and thus assists in training 1.' 
the youth of the island in that language. The i 
small Protestant community is a leader in this 1 
respect, since it conducts all its Agana services in I 
English, although Chamorro is still necessary for ~ 
services in some of the outlying districts. . f 
But E.~lish_in church and .public school is not~ 
sufficient for the thorough grounding which is 
necessary if that language is to serve as a means 
of further learning. English 'must be constantly 
heard, constantly spoken, especially where child-
standard of pronunciatioI). which tends more and 
more to be followed. 
The influence of sound motion pictures in 
standardizing English pronunciation is bound to 
be considerable. It is felt not only in Guam, but 
wherever ·pictures of English or American manu-
facture are shown. But in Guam, where there 
a.re so many Americans present, it is daily contact 
with the latter which will be . of the greatest 
assistance in bringing Guam English to a satis-
factory norm. . 
There can be no doubt but that the use of 
English in Guam increases daily. One hears 
occasional English conversations on the street, 
something unheard of a few years ago. There is 
a constant infiltration of English words into the 
Chamorro vocabulary, and the Chamorro is quite 
likely to say "O.K." for maul&g (good) or for esta 
(ready). But the steady growth in the use of 
English does not mean that Chamorro is likely to 
be abandoned in the next generation or so. It 
must be remembered that Chamorro survived two 
hundred fifty years of contact with Spanish, 
m~rely adapting Spanish words to fill out its 
deficiencies. But there was no universal public 
schooling in the Spanish d,lYS, nor was there any 
sharing of adnlinistrative powers, nor the train-
ing of Chamorros for good positions in the govern-
ment service as there are today. But it is in-
teresting and valuable to try to predict the fL1tur~ 
( 
balance of power between the two lauF. .... Q,jOC'co::I ... _~ 
to do this our first consideration'must 
relative resources of the languages. 
In spite of much borrowing from the S 
Chamorro remains a language poor in vo~~at)unil 
The total number of words used in C ............ '4 ... 'U· 
spoken in Guam probably does not exceed 
thollsand. Compare this with the half-ni~;"'~~1 
words listed in the Unabridged English Dict" 
and we obtain some idea of the relative valu 
the lang-uages as vehicles for writing or S~~~HP. · ·~ 
Besides its vocabulary deficiencies, C .. _._"' ....... u 
has no literature. Literature is stored w,o,-t",WiJ ... r 
and the tool required to unlock the greatest 
of wisdom in any language is English . . A . 
guage without a considerable developm--.L-.---
literature can obviously do little for the ad ........ "COO · . : L 
ment of the people who use it, since wi 
written records the growth of knowledge · 
verely limited. 
Another curious lack in Guam's native 
is the dearth of songs. Perhaps there were . 
in the old days, but they have been forgotte~Js.ti . 
Spanish or English ones.. If there were su¢h~: 
son~s t~ey would constitute anot~er reason)!~. 
contInUlng the use of Chamorro. Smce Chamorro. . ... ~. 
has no song, no literature, and an impoverishea ~-:. 
'<:~' . 
voca.bulary, we must look elsewhere for reasOns:: . 
for retaining it. . . . . :- ' j:~ :, 
Undoubtedly the most pot:nt reason for tlSlIl!J ~ :: 
• ,. ! ~ ; . 
. : ... ~.'; 
.... ~' ~ ~ . ; 
....-" ;;. .. . 
:': ~-i'.-.~ . ~ ... . 
";. 1· \ 
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CIJamorro in Guam today is that it is the native --fact that they h;~e lived together on this island 
1;ln~uage and is loved as such by the Chamorro for so many centuries' and are so closely knitted 
pt.'l)ple. It is true also that many of the elders in their family relationships gives them a solida-
du not understand English, and in their presence rity above that of many races. \Vhether they 
Chamorro is spoken of necessity. But there are speak Chamorro or change to the more utilitarian 
lIther general considerations which lead a popu- English, they will still be a closely-knit and unified 
latian to cling to a separate language. One of people. There is no political necessity, therefore, 
these is to increase the solidarity, the feeling of for retention of the Chamorro language. 
r::~Lional unity, An example of this is the adoption· - _ But languages do persist. ChamolTo is not 
b\" Eire under the De Valera regime of the likely to disappear from Guam at any time in the 
:1;lcient language of Ireland. De Valera's idea near future. There are too many examples to 
ill substituting the ancient Gaelic or Erse for the the contrary in other parts of the world. In 
r::1I~lish spokE·n by the great majority of the 'Spain, for instance, while the language we call 
people was to promote in them a feeling of soli- Spanish is universally used for official commu-
clarity against the English. Erse was used to 'nication, there are at least four other languages 
::ounteract absorption of the Irish by the English .:- in general use in various sections of the country. 
:!/ld to p:-rpetuate those differences dear to the -One of these is Basque, which is not even a 
[rish heart. The fact that Erse was highly romance language in its origin. In the Basque 
inc;cnvenient and was understood by less than half country Basque is spoken at home, but Spanish 
cd' the Irish did not prevent De Valera from adopt- is used for official functions. Another example 
i nt; it. But even though Erse is moderately well is the persistence of the "Velsh language in Wales. 
nff as to vocabulary and has a considerable body All Welshmen speak English, but many of them 
of literature, both ancient and modern, it is still are also fluent in the original Cymraeg, this in 
ohvious that the attempts in Ireland to supplant spite of hundreds of years of direct association 
En~lish with the ancient tongue are political with England. One reason for this survival of 
rather than practical, and are contrary to the \Velsh language is its richness in song. The "Velsh 
p::rsistcnt trend toward communication in world- love to sing, and many of their favorite songs are 
"ride lang-uages, in the old language. . ~~!sh also has a respectable 
\Vith or without the Chamorro language the 
C h:.unorro people are a closely-lmit group. The (Continued.- .on page 16.5) 




ren are present. ~or.these children will live In,~. ).:;.,»~,:)i.~I.~illt'·"Y.I~V(.t,.. ':,'0\\';\0:.:\1'.': ' , '~.:r. ... .l .• ,.~ .. - .'~"l""; ;w •..• , •.• • . 
Guam where Enghsh IS ever more necessary, not · '.~\ ~.l~~ ... .:.:.~~.~ \~~\~.~.~~\~:I'~~~~~\}. )~~~. ~/Jfu~.l~ ~~~~·~~:~~1~~~t~'¥~\.~~~~/;"":" 
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Chamorro, ~nd t e panlsh culture never reached ... .; ... , .... ". ~' :'" ; -:.. .:".' ." I.~·. '~ .":.": :;<s; ~ ..  ~ ·Y:·;.'· ',' ~.~·.{:<5;::.lii;'~'· ';:. :'(;-
the island m sufficIent quantities, but already . .: : .... \: .. :;.~,~.·.:::;_>::I/ .. :·::,: '; \ ' 
much of the richness of centuries of English lite- . .... . '~",;'. ~' :,,:" :: '~';~ ; . ;':' .. ",:<.',~~>:,:;".\..;';"'. ;! 
rature and learning is available in our libraries~ '. .. .', >.~;( "'::~:';::':'':.;:':.~ .: ..... '. '.: \ .
. public and private, on the island. Technical .:,' ;~,I, . .. . '.' 
books are more difficult to find than those on. '.. ,. 
general cultural subjects, but the number of cor-
respondence cou,rses be~ng pursued is indicative 
of the interes~ in this type of learning. More 
technical books must be acquired, and this will 
doubtless be done as the need becomes more pres-
sing. But whatever the type of 1mowledge, we 
may be certain that. a ready command of English 
will be essential, and this command of the lan-
guage will be acquired with less difficulty by 
those who hear En~li~h spok~nJn their homes. 
It is hardly to be expected that English will 
soon· be adopted as the home language in more 
than a small percentage of Chamorro homes. But 
if even a few (and these are bound to be from 
that part of the population best equipped to profit ! 
. by higher education> are able to make this change I 
they will be a nucleus from which future leaders 
of the island may be ora wn. The other homes 
will, of course, continue to produce a share of 
such leadership, but it seems obvious that the 
greater relative proportion will come from the 
English-speaking homes. 
It is certain that even now a native who speaks 
only Chamorro is strictly limited in his advance-
. mente There is ,'no .hard and fast rule in this 
respect, but a worlanan who understands only 
Chamorro is practically limited to laborer ratings, 
so far as public employment is concerned. 
The ec~nomic ~dv~ntages '~f"E~glishare .~ 
mistakable; the-- cultural advantages are plain;/ 
but habit and tradition are difficult to overcome) ! 
The Chamorro tongue will not be easily displaced ! 
in the homes of Guam, but those homes where i~ : 
is Jess frequently used . will find them~elves in the \ 
front ranks of the Guam of the future. This is • 
not fantasy but certainty; and it presents a . 
problem which each family must solve for itself, . 
for the .benefit of its members and for the future;: 





The following generalizations found in the Final Report (Broadbent, 
July, 1975) 
1) Most children who are exposed to the bilingual program learn to 
read and write in Chamorro. Those who do not participate do not 
learn these skills. This conclusion was reached from several years 
of testing using Chamorro language instruments. In the last years 
of the project, the difficulty encountered by the control groups on 
such test instruments indicated a foregone conclusion and 
precluded their use for reasons that are obvious. 
2) Children exposed to the bilingual program learn to read and write 
in English as well as children in monolingual programs. In some 
cases, they learn at a more rapid rate. A similar pattern exists 
with regard to general achievement. 
3) In the view of most parents, many teachers and the 
overwhelming majority of administrators, Chamorro children in 
the bilingual program develop a greater sense of cultural 
awareness and appreciation for their tradition than they would 
otherwise. This conclusion was derived from interviews with 
administrators, teachers and representative members of the 
community. 
4) Children in the bilingual program seem to be more animated than 
those in regular classrooms. The level of intellectual curiosity also 
appears to be greater than most traditional classrooms. This 
conclusion is deemed from systematic observations previously 
reported. 
5) Children exposed to bilingual observation from the outset of their 
academic careers appear to derive "value added" and "long range" 
effects with regards to Chamorro language proficiency. However, 
Chamorro speaking children who enter the curriculum in later 
primary years also tend to benefit. 
6) Children in bilingual education, through grade four at least, feel 
good about themselves, are reasonably motivated and 
demonstrate efficaciousness. However, so are other Chamorro 
children in Guamanian schools at this age. 
7) Bilingual education is uniquely suited to the needs of some 
students, particularly the majority of Chamorro youngsters in 
Guam who are truly bilingual. However, this is not true for 
everyone. Many children who are not Chamorro- English 
bilinguals might do better assigned to alternate language arts 
activities." (Klein: 75-76) 
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HEALTH 
Don't be doffe' 
If yllli l·all·t dt'cidt' on a \t'w Year·s 
re-solurion . you Illay \\" ~lIlt to stan with 
wrult's ri~ht undt'l" your nose. \\ llY not 
ht>gin taking better l·'lft' of your tt'PIIl 
this yt'ar. t'spt>cially IlOW that tlw holi-
days art' twhind yOlJ".' 
Local dentist John Suie says llI,my 
dental prnhlems. such as tooth dt">cay are 
preventable. He says people need to 
undC'fstand the rool cause of tooth 
decay - not slIgary foods but how sugar 
is pn)(:essed ill the mouth. 
Sule says the mouth naturally con-
tains different bach'ria. One type, Strep 
~Iutans, is the main \illain in tooth 
decay. This bact.eriullI digests sugars 
frolll the foo(l., you pnt and in the pro-
cess ere-ate-s an acidic \vaste product. 
This acid then eats away at I hp t'nanwl 
on teeth. If allowed to continllt'. you get 
too t h decay. 
The traditional nH'tho(\ for fightin~ otT 
decay is to brush your teeth daily. 
Sounds simple. but people usually don·t 
brush freqllt'llt Iy I'no\l~h. Suit'" says it"s 
illlp0l1ant to blllsh at 1(',L"t twic(' a day. 
prt're rabl~· three tinws. IIsing toothpastp 
containing t1110Iit\(': tlossing and rinsing 
with an anti-("a\ " it~· til'll!al rinsl' will 
illlTl"~t' your cll:llll" t's uf n'(hll"illg t()oth 
del·ay. 
Fluoridl' llI;lk(' s its way illto lilt It' 
cr~lL"ks ;lIld en'\"in's ill thl' t'nanll'1 uf 
II't'l h. ~lIlt' sa~" s . TIll' l1uoridt'. ill (·Oll-
jllnetioll with l·all"iulll.-;tn'llgtht'lls I('('(h. 
making Illl'lll (llon' n'sislalll III !,;wll'l"ial 
Pt'lWI rat iOIl. 
24 
By Jlike C/1IZ 
Patients can exp.ct to g.t Mor. than that irritating bright light in th.ir .y.s, as the MOft" 
itor allows th .... to ••• thi .. ,s fro ... anoth.r p.rspective at G.ntl. C.r. cI.nt.1 clinic in 
Ta ... uning. 
. • ; , I: J" • I .;.~. I 
II 
Flossill~ 1It'Ips rPIIlO\' l' plaqu(' 
1>t'IW('\'" rl'I',Il , ~ult· sa~'s plaqut' ('011-
taills lart!I' {'()IlI'I'lIlrations or bactPlia 
~U1d St'(YI'S ;LS;t fllnd sOlln'(' for bacteria, 
,-\.11 alll i-1';I\'ily dt'lIlal rillSt' slIch as 
:\(''1' \'(l/IlaillS I1l1l1ridt' III ht'lp slfl'lIgth-
cn teelh 1~1l~u\Il·1. SlIle says this type or 
rinse also Itt'lps J'('dllct' dpcay-prorlucillg 
bacwria ill till' IIIOUlh, 
Sule, Wllll .",ays Ite's {'ertilied in 
Gucun, llawaii. t 'alifumia and Alaska. 
owns (;t'llIll' t'are dl,,!ntal clinic, The 
clinic not ollly 1)(),Lsts the latest in dental ' 
technology hill also strives to involve 
clients ,in ('\'t'f)' step of I hl'ir dental ('are, 
In addition to ha\'ing dental proce-
dures explairH'<I t.o them. c1ien~ are 
afforded a ll\ore illtl'resting way of 
becoming im'olvpd - rhey can watch 
what's hapPl'lIing in their mouths, 
Through tlw USt' or intra-oml carner.L<;, 
clients ("eUl a(,lually watch dental work 
as it's being dOllt', BilL if client,; pn,rer, 
they can watl'lt a <I(,lllal education tapt~, 
. a cable ch<UHlt'1 (lI'IIIl'ir ravorite video, 
Sule says IH'Opll' should visit thl'ir 
dentists al)(JIII ('\'('1), Ihn'e mOllths, 
especially arr(·[' !.!I'lting a Ihorough 
cleaning - \\I,;tl Itt' ('ails lIlailltpn,1IlC'p 
work - to dt'I'I't';L"';I' lill'ir risk or tooth 
decay, Ill' adds ,hal 1'\ 'pry'O(lP should 
have h(>altity ;lIld ht';urtit'1I1 t(,Pth. <tlld 
In 5 decades, 
we've worked to 
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Time tested. Real people-trusted. Good, old fashioned value. 
Agono Shopping Center 
Open Moo -Thur & Sat 1 Dam - 8pm; Friday I Dam - 9pm; Sunday 1 Dam - 6pm 
2 S . :.. • < ~, 
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HEALTH 
Manomko' in motion 
,many people re'l(:hing 60 years or 
older, exercise is 01'1 en misunderstood. 
unpleasant work or 
something that occurs when you're 
watering the plants, sweeping the floor, 
feeding the chickens, or walking outside 
to pick up the newspaper. 
But there are a growing number of 
older adults who are realizing that these 
light activities may not be enough to 
improve their health or make the aging 
process more comfortable. 
Julienne Duenas, a physical therapist 
at FHP, suggests a few exercises that are 
By Melissa A. Calvo 
safe for el<lt!riy people who do not have 
maj( II" ht~alth complications. 
"Walking is good because it's a 
weight-bearing exercise that hdps to 
make our bone:-; more den:-;t~," she says, 
explaining that this C;II\ help prevent 
osteopt lrosis, a common disorder among 
the elderly that is characterized by frag-
ile bones. 
She advises seniors to walk at least 
three times a week and to start slow, 
warming up for five minutes before a rig-
orous workout. 
Also, use comfortable shoes that are a 
It's electric! These senior citizens pref.r to dance their way to fitness. 
I ATTf MAGAZINE 20 IUNE 1<;95 
half size larger than your fooi, Duenas 
says. "Your foot expands ... (so) you 
need ample room. It can get sore and if 
you're older, you can get an infection." 
Slow, stationary stretching is another 
good activity for seniors because as you 
get older, you lose llt!xibility, sh<' says. 
Mov(' alljoinis to their full motion and to 
the point of sligllt discomfort, bui not so 
it\; painflil. 
Don't bounce when you stretch, she 
adds. "If you're older, you tend to over-
stretch and (may) actually tear musck." 
Other less stressful cardiovascular 
Ph 0 I 0 Ulj F r (t Ilk /. i 11 J. P e )" e z 
The reign of La Raina 
Guam's spnior citizel \ Ct'!1tPt'S celphratt'd Iheir amwal myal ccl(~brati()!1 ttl LIlL' 
P:dace Hoed baIlroon1 .'v[ay 5. This ye;II"s L"Pignillg qllt~pn is Rosario C. Cruz ur 
rnar~1jall l'r'Uz is rl1e latest l'ecipit'1l1 of tl1l! 1l()llor. TIl<' 1:~\,(~111 i.s spollson'd by [ill' 
G()\1111<lm :\::;sociation of Helired Per.-;()!\s ilnd :-)('I"\"icio Para i \[~lIl~lIllkl)·. Thl~ CO l"ll-
11:1tion t)[';t Rai and j.~aina h:I,"; bt!f'll : In ()llg0illL( 1'\'('111 Si!lCI' 1~)H~. 
ThiS Yf'ar's t'rlebration W'l.o..; minlls 1.1l(! fbi Ilt'('illise "OllLCtHlcrs rOt' r.har. .')cat were 
not abll! II I raise enough mo!\ey to qualiry. 
Here she is 
Alia Tui Stevens, left, is the latest 
young woman to join Guam's version of 
royalty - on .-\pril 9 she was crowned 
i\flss Guam Universe L995. Also joining 
her in her royal court was first runner-
up Marie Penrose and second runner-up 
Jennifer ChennalLx. lunong the trophies 
Stevens will get to throw in her treasure 
chest is a round-tri.p ticket to South 
Afri.ca, where she will represent the 
island in the international competition. 




New Kmart managers were 
· offered a taste- of Guam wheJf.~-. 
o~ unplanned events threatened to 
delay the May 11 grand opening of 
their Tamuning store. "Nothing bap-
· pened the way-it should have," jokes 
Dennis Ferree;. general manager of 
the new store:.' Ferree - who has 
worked in 10 different KMart stores 
· during his· 13-year career with the 
KMart Corp. - says the retailer 
faced leaking pipes and other unex-
pected' mishaps while preparing for 
the store opening. The store's new 
employees quickly adapted and 
were able to meet their deadline. 
LAfH MAGAZINE 1 J JUNE JQQS 
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Taking on the 
world 
Jolyn Munoz 1\ as chosen to be this 
ye;l l"s Guam representalive at the 1~' 05 
\Iiss World 13l ' (IlII~ P~lgl';ll1i scheduled 
I'UI' "Nm', 10 '-II Sun Cily, Soutll ,-\ rl'i(' ,l. 
iVlullo'/. dls() WOll l\(lI10I'S ill l"ksl 
C\'ellillg (~O\\,I1, I3l'St ~\\IIlISlIit ;1I1li l:;l':,1 
"',ILivl' l '()Slllll1l', 
()t.iWI' \\"illll(,I'S or 111(' p,lgl'dlll \I'('fl': 
Fil'st rllllllCI'-I IP Cl1ml,vllt' llli\ '('!': Sl'(,()I\(l 
l'lIIlIH:'I'-llP IVl'.\' M;ll'it' A, ,l<1pitLlIla: TllIl'd 
!'llillWI'-IIP alld i\[is.c; Pi1()log('ll ic 
i\ i('oICll11clrie 81<1s: alld Miss 
Congeniality Tamara i\'bria Chargu,t\af. 
The Miss G11<.1m \-Vorld P,lgea11 1 \V,IS 
held Jul,v :2() at (h(~ S<.1lldCastll', 
Choir recordings coming to a store near you 
Till' bland's IH~Wl'sl n'(,(lI'llillg ;111 isl s 
.iust might ue ;1 fe\-\' or til(' pC 'Jp ll' i ll your 
neighborhood, 
The Archdiocese of GlIam :s SjJ()11SI)1-
ing and producing a two-volullie com-
pact disc and cassette tape, which will 
feature 22 musical selections recordec1 
by choirs from the island's Catholic 
church parishes ancl the Deparcmenl of 
Correction's freedom Bound Chorale, 
The projecl: should \w finished this 
rnonti1, and ready 1'01' distriblltion nexl. 
month, says flo Shi mizu, public rela-
I il) IlS ('()()I( Ii 11;11 (II ' l'o, C:t'; I' >I ic 
Cclucati(IIl ;11 R;ldio, T!ll' music;ti coll('c -
Lion will Ili ,dili~ltL Chri:-;I i:lll music SII Ilg 
in variou:::- ];lIl.SlJ;l~es illcl lldill ,L: Cngli:::;l1, 
Chamofll , I,'ilipi'll) ;IIld K(lIl '; lI l. 
T1I(~ ( IJIJII'; 'CL Iliscs ;mel cassell( '" 
shoulcl Iw availablE' ill ;tli l118,jor ;IIleI 
smaller rel ;,i\ shops <1['011 11<1 is l;lIl (llwgi'l-
ning nexL l'li )llth, 
"It's beell re:llly rcwafcling," Shimizu 
says, "It's a 101 or l1ard work, Some 
recordings hstecl as long 3..':; three hours 
and some seven hours," 
Till ' l 'lll)il's \\('1'1' l'()lll]lJ'isl'(1 or PC-'Ollll ' 
(Jr' itl l il ,~I'S 1', '()111 ('lli ltln'll II) SI'lliol' cili-
ZE'IlS , Sl l illli 'l.ll S;\''.:-;, 
,-\Ilil IJI'siill' ," II\('~:": :-;()II!..(:-; ;l\'; lilabl(, 10 
till' jJliI) l i( ', 1111' ttl()il's I('('()I(I('II i1l1()llll'(' 
22 :-;()Il g:< IIllj('11 \\ill hl ' 11/(1\'('iI Illmligil-
OUI II\(' ,\I'; lI ' 1) 11 I Ill' ('illlil' ,,1 ;llil)Il, \I'hidl 
Cat I 1)( , II>l lIld :11 (II I !I ()Il .1'(11 11' F\I (Ii ill, 
\'ll l Il ,is is i (,:-;I 11 \(, I)('gillilill g, 
Salll'I\('/ :-;:1 \S, Sill' 1'( )I'(-'sl'I'" il"I)Jlgrl'sl ill 
the 11 (':11 1'(' 111 1'1 ', :IS \1( ' 11 ;t." :t11<)llll ' I' 
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T~XT BY 'fHERfSf ANN P. DIAZ 
TRANSGENDERED 
One \vhn SV'V ll. :i ~s . :e ll(;. ·' lole~ . whe1hel 
lU5.1 ullt.: !..!, l)1 mony ~mc!i ul will IlIclu~lvt.::.' 
leI/II lUI l'OII$sexuols C1nd IIOIls. ve~hle:::. 











BY M A NNY CRi S OSTOMO 
TRANSVESTITE 
Olle c. " " .;" Iy uos> d,ess-eSlol pleosUic 
III Ih" uppeCIIOI--': (lilti >(:11>011011 Th ... plea 
sUie may .101 be dllecliy CIOIIL II fll<ly be 
ell1powefJ!lg, lebelliou> , 01 somelhlllg else 
M oy leel, If ')1 loble III a locused Itons 
gender 'ole w hde uos; dlessed . NIoy occo' 
sionolly expeliellCe gelldel J ysphorio 
TRANSSEXUAL 
Olle w ho swilche> phYSICo! sexes lusuolly 
IUSI Ollce, bul Ihere ole excepllom.) P"flIOlY 
sex chollge is uccomplished by sUlgely 
Appendix 16 
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MISS GAY GUAM 1994 
Guam'~ lransgendered communiLY 1lI0slly cOlllpri,.·, a li!4IJ1ly knll ,"orerie Ihal 
revels in naunling Iheir femininily al lhe 1UlIlual ~Ii" ( ;ay 1;11;1111, SIIP"I I 110. lo!I of II,, ! 
World, Pageant. The AugusL pageanl, which is ,'ponsorvel hy '('h" I II"kr:.:r"lIl1d 
NeLwerk, is a fund-raising cvenlLhal will be-llelil I ;r;",,, I hil lS., ( Ihmllgh II\(' , ', ,r; ,) 
Life rOllndaLion), a res~denlial home for homclc" 11I\"posill"" alld ,\lI lS pall<:IIIS 
'('he conleSlanLS - all Iranssexual - are a,.; van, '" Iwrst>llalily, psy,'IH' ;1I1t1 ploysi ' 
calily, bUl all arc proud lO be who Lhey an.' , 
~fl 
" -rr-Whot hOI winning Ih. 1994 title:of MI'lG.Y,'1/m done for you? 
Il helped llIe evaluale myself 1lI01,., .lD kJ\Ot, IlIY~"1I III"re 1",111'1'. .. , ,\:; ),1)11 kJI<IW, 
I l 
I'm a drag queen and by ~lal comy!UUon;-I" 'ned a "'lor c, IlIra!4" allel "JlOJl~h 
.:onfidence (lO say LO th1world)', 'liere I am, you can'l pili III" dO"'I1, I l1a\' 
I he title.' I've shown in e'::ery aspecl, in everylhiliS ~ .. u do ill yOllr Iif,' , ,Y OII 
make il the best Do ilLO your very best 
Whol would you Iik. 10 I,ll Ih. next winner? 
,I jusl wish her nOlLO be scared of all the critici " II,'; h.'C;III~" I do hdi,""e thal 
(!veryone is born a critic, And juSl have confidence alld fail h in Iwrs"I'- I" ,callse 
I do believe thal each individual ... is crealed equal and ('\"'ryulw is sp''''j;li , I do 
believe thal we're special. 
Whol are your planl for Ih. fulure? 
Probably go back LO school and pursue a college ,kgn'e in psyd\lOI/)~ I wanl 
LO help people '" lhere arc a 10l of people who an~ 11I1I1"rguill!4 all idenlily .:ri:;is 
righlnow, Especially in l.he year 2000, a 10l of things will be ('h;Jllgin~ " and pco-
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ENGLISH 
·c 
Reference: Director's Memorandum 
. dated 7 December 1994. 
41 GCA CH 7 5706) . 
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(Thank You for _YQULCcrurtesy~ . 
